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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over the instant 
appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2) (j) (2002). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES / STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
1. Whether this court is without jurisdiction to review the 
denial of the motion for summary judgment because the denial of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is not appealable under 
Utah law. Challenges to subject-matter jurisdiction may be raised 
at any time and cannot be waived by the parties. See Barnard v. 
Wassermann, 855 P.2d 243, 248 (Utah 1993); accord State v. Cox, 
2006 UT 32, \6, 137 P.3d 806. Jurisdictional issues are reviewed 
for correctness. Cox, 2006 UT 32 at f6. 
2. Whether the district court appropriately denied 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, which involved both 
genuine issues of material fact and a demonstration that Plaintiff 
is not entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Summary judgment 
is appropriate only when there is no genuine issue of material fact 
and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
See Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c); Robinson v. Mount Logan Clinic, LLC, 
2008 UT 21, %, P. 3d . The appellate court reviews the 
district court's summary judgment ruling for correctness. 
Robinson, 2008 UT 21 at ^6 (citing Krantz v. Holt, 819 P.2d 352, 
1 
353 (Utah 1991)); Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, 1]lO, 48 P.3d 
23 5. Further, when reviewing a summary judgment ruling, the 
appellate court reviews all facts and inferences in the light most 
favorable to the nonmoving party. See Robinson v. Mount Logan 
Clinic, LLC, 2008 UT 21, %2, P.3d (citing Krantz v. Holt, 
819 P.2d 352, 353 (Utah 1991)). 
3. Plaintiff is precluded from raising the argument 
concerning a transfer of contract rights to the corporate 
principals due to the failure to preserve this issue in the trial 
court. This issue is reviewed by this Court as a matter of law for 
correction of error. See 438 Main Street v. Easy Heat, Inc., 2004 
UT 72, K51, 99 P.3d 801 (quoting Brookside Mobile Home Park, Ltd. 
v. Peebles, 2002 UT 48, fl4, 48 P.3d 968). 
DETERMINATIVE AUTHORITY 
The constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules, 
and regulations, whose interpretation is determinative, are set out 
verbatim, with the appropriate citation, in the body and arguments 
of the instant Brief of Appellees. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This case involves an appeal from the trial court's denial of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff initiated this 
lawsuit against Defendants, seeking to set aside the tax sale for 
2 
lack of notice. Defendants, by way of answer, denied the 
allegations. 
Shortly thereafter, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Summary 
Judgment to which Defendants responded by filing an opposing 
Memorandum, after which Plaintiff filed a Reply. 
After entertaining oral arguments on the Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the district court took the matter under advisement. 
Following consideration of the matter, the district court issued 
its Memorandum Decision denying Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
Plaintiff filed Notice of Appeal and filed a Docketing 
Statement with this Court. Pursuant a Sua Sponte Motion for 
Summary Disposition, this Court dismissed Plaintiff's appeal for 
lack of jurisdiction due to the absence of a final judgment. 
Sometime thereafter, the district court signed an Order 
Denying Motion for Summary Judgment and Order of Dismissal. 
Plaintiff filed Notice of Appeal on May 9, 2007. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Because this matter involves a summary judgment ruling, the 
appellate court reviews all facts and inferences in the light most 
favorable to the nonmoving parties, which are Defendants. See 
Robinson v. Mount Logan Clinic, LLC, 2 008 UT 21, f 2, P. 3d 
3 
(citing Krantz v. Holt, 819 P.2d 352, 353 (Utah 1991)). The facts 
are set forth accordingly. 
1. On May 20, 1972, Plaintiff, Diamond T. Developments, 
Inc., as buyer, entered into a Real Estate Contract with Diamond T. 
Grazing Association, Inc., the seller, to purchase certain real 
property located in Weber County upon Plaintiff's performance of 
certain obligations (R. 43-49). 
2. Plaintiff registered as a corporation with the Utah 
Department of Commerce on May 17, 1972, but was then involuntarily 
dissolved for failure to renew on March 31, 1979 (R. 74). 
3. Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc., failed to pay 
property taxes on the subject real property for the years 1994 
through 1998, which resulted in Weber County initiating a tax sale 
(R. 37). 
4. Weber County attempted to give notice to Diamond T. 
Grazing Association, Inc., by mail but the notice was returned as 
undeliverable* (R. 53) . 
5. The Real Estate Contract under which Plaintiff claimed an 
interest in the real property does not list either a street address 
or mailing address for Plaintiff for purposes of receiving notice 
(R. 43-49; R. 55). 
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6. Defendants, David R. Brown, Chad Stokes, and Chris Loock, 
purchased the subject real property at a tax sale in May 1999 (R. 
62) . 
7. Plaintiff initiated this lawsuit on November 13, 2002, 
against Defendants, seeking to set aside the tax sale for lack of 
notice (R. 1-18) . 
8. Defendants answered Plaintiff's Complaint, denying the 
allegations (R. 30-33). 
9. On April 16, 2003, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Summary 
Judgment, seeking to avoid the tax sale for allegedly deficient 
notice (R. 34-75) . See Plaintiff's Motion and Memorandum of Points 
and Authorities in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, R. 34-
75, a true and correct copy of which are attached hereto as 
Addendum A. 
10. Defendants responded by filing a Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (R. 78-113). See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, R. 78-113, 
attached hereto as Addendum B. 
11. Plaintiff filed a Reply (R. 114-24). See Reply 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, R. 114-24, a true and correct copy of which is 
attached hereto as Addendum C. 
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12. On January 29, 2004, the district court entertained oral 
arguments on Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment after which it 
took the matter under advisement (R. 28; R. 170). See Transcript 
of Oral Arguments on January 29, 2004, R. 170, a true and correct 
copy of which is attached hereto as Addendum D. 
13. Thereafter, on February 18, 2004, the district court 
issued its Memorandum Decision denying Plaintiff's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (R. 129-34). See Memorandum Decision, R. 129-34, 
a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Addendum E. 
14. Plaintiff filed Notice of Appeal on March 22, 2004. 
15. On May 12, 2004, Plaintiff filed its Docketing Statement 
with this Court. 
16. On May 20, 2004, pursuant a Sua Sponte Motion for Summary 
Disposition, this Court dismissed Plaintiff's appeal for lack of 
jurisdiction due to the absence of a final judgment (R. 143-44). 
17. Almost three years later, on January 10, 2007, the 
district court issued an Order to Show Cause for failure to 
prosecute (R. 145-47). 
18. On April 11, 2007, the district court signed an Order 
Denying Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment together with an 
Order of Dismissal, ordering that Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment is denied, that Plaintiff preserved its right to appeal 
such order, and dismissing the case without prejudice (R. 160-61) . 
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19. Plaintiff filed Notice of Appeal on May 9, 2007 (R. 162-
63) . 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
1. This court is without jurisdiction to review the denial 
of the Motion for Summary Judgment because the denial of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is not appealable under 
Utah law. Utah case law suggests that an appellate court will 
entertain an appeal of a denial of a motion for summary judgment 
only if it involves a legal issue. 
Based on Utah case law, this Court is without jurisdiction to 
review the denial of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. Upon 
the denial of the Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiff had the 
burden to either try the case or dismiss it. 
2. The district court appropriately denied Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, which involved both genuine issues of 
material fact and a demonstration that Plaintiff is not entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. In its Memorandum opposing 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendants included 
assertions and supporting evidence that Weber County had followed 
all the proper procedures for administering a tax sale. Genuine 
issues of material fact also exist as to whether the efforts of 
Weber County to provide notice were reasonable under the factual 
7 
circumstances, which included, among others, the following: (1) 
the failure of Plaintiff to provide an address in the recorded Real 
Estate Contract for purposes of receiving notice such as that in 
this case; (2) the failure of Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc., 
to maintain a. deliverable address to which notice could be sent; 
and (3) the failure of Plaintiff to renew its registration with the 
Department of Commerce that resulted in involuntary dissolution in 
1979, which was approximately twenty years prior to the subject tax 
sale. The existing genuine issues of material fact concerning 
notice necessarily include, by virtue of the previously mentioned 
factual circumstances, further issues concerning Plaintiff's intent 
that can be inferred by its failure to maintain its corporate 
existence and whether its failures constitute a waiver of its 
interest in the subject property. Genuine issues of material fact 
also exist with respect to Plaintiff's requisite performance under 
the Real Estate Contract. 
Based on the record evidence presented on summary judgment, 
the district court, in light of the existing genuine issues of 
material fact, appropriately denied Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
3. Plaintiff is precluded from raising the argument 
concerning a transfer of contract rights to the corporate 
principals due to the failure to preserve this issue in the trial 
8 
court. Based on the well-settled preservation requirement set 
forth above, Plaintiff is precluded from raising the issue on 
appeal because it failed to present it in such a manner as to 
provide the trial court with an opportunity to rule on or consider 
the issue. 
ARGUMENTS 
I. THIS COURT IS WITHOUT JURISDICTION TO REVIEW THE 
DENIAL OF THE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT BECAUSE 
THE DENIAL OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT IS NOT APPEALABLE UNDER UTAH LAW. 
As a general principle, "y [a] denial of a motion for summary 
judgment is not a final determination on the merits and, therefore, 
is not an appealable interlocutory order.'" Normandeau v. Hanson 
Equip., Inc., 2 007 UT App 3 82, |^12, 174 P. 3d 1 (quoting Feiger, 
Collision & Killmer v. Jones, 926 P.2d 1244, 1247 (Colo. 1996) and 
citing Heuser v. Schmittroh, 2002 UT App 42U (mem.) (per curiam) 
(stating that u[t]he denial of a summary judgment motion is not 
final and appealable because it leaves the case pending. Upon 
denial of [a] summary judgment motion, [the losing party] ha[s] the 
burden to either try the case or dismiss it." ); x Manuel v. Fort 
Collins Newspapers, Inc., 631 P.2d 1114, 1116 (Colo. 1981) (noting 
that in "most jurisdictions[,] the denial of a motion for summary 
*A true and correct copy of Heuser v. Schmittroh, 2002 UT App 42U 
(mem.) (per curiam) is attached hereto as Addendum F. 
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judgment is not a final order which may be appealed but is, rather 
an unappealable interlocutory ruling")). 
"Utah case law suggests that [an appellate court] will 
entertain an appeal of a denial of a motion for summary judgment 
only if it involves a legal issue." Normandeau, 2007 UT App 382 at 
fl3; see also Estate Landscape and Snow Removal Specialists, Inc. 
v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 844 P.2d 322, 326 (Utah 1992) 
(denial of summary judgment reviewed after trial on the merits 
because the trial court "was dealing with undisputed facts, [and 
its] denial of summary judgment amounted to a ruling of law."). In 
Wayment v. Howard, 2006 UT 56, 144 P. 3d 1147, the Utah Supreme 
Court declined to review a denial of motions for partial summary 
judgment because "[a]t trial, [the moving party] had the 
opportunity to fully litigate the issues raised in the summary 
judgment motions." Id. at fl9. In particular, the moving party 
"was allowed to present his evidence and argument on the issues." 
Id. The Utah Supreme Court further reasoned that "[i]n appealing 
a summary judgment ruling, only facts and legal theories that were 
foreclosed from being addressed at trial may be heard on appeal." 
Id. at f20. 
Based on the previously cited case law, this Court is without 
jurisdiction to review the denial of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, which is interlocutory in nature. Upon the denial of the 
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Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiff had the burden to either try 
the case or dismiss it. Plaintiff chose to dismiss the case 
without prejudice, which the district court did. 
II. EVEN IF THIS COURT DETERMINES THAT IT HAS 
JURISDICTION, THE TRIAL COURT APPROPRIATELY DENIED 
THE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT INASMUCH AS THERE 
ARE GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT AND PLAINTIFF 
IS NOT ENTITLED TO A JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW. 
Summary judgment is appropriate only when there is no genuine 
issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law. See Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c); Robinson v. Mount 
Logan Clinic, LLC, 20 08 UT 21, f6, P. 3d . In other words, 
u
 [a] summary judgment movant must show both that there is no 
material issue of fact and that the movant is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law." See and cf. Orvis v. Johnson, 2 008 UT 2, 
111(10, 18-19, 177 P.3d 600 (citing Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c) (emphasis 
included)). According to the summary judgment standard, the 
nonmoving party is entitled to all inferences arising from the 
facts of record. See Hermansen v. Tasulis, 2002 UT 52, flO, 48 
P.3d 235. 
Under Utah law, a summary judgment movant is not allowed "to 
merely point out a lack of evidence in the nonmoving party's case, 
but instead requires a movant to affirmatively provide factual 
evidence establishing that there is no genuine issue of material 
11 
f a c t . " Orvis, 2008 UT 2 a t %16 ( c i t i n g Wilkinson v. Union Pac. 
i?. JR. Co., 975 P . 2 d 4 6 4 , 465 ( U t a h 1 9 9 8 ) ; Lairub v. B & B Amusements 
Corp., 869 P.2d 926, 928-29 (Utah 1993)). Plaintiff did not meet 
its burden on summary judgment in the instant case because it did 
not present the evidence that necessarily supported its claim of an 
invalid tax sale for lack of notice.2 
According to Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-1351(2) : 
(2) Notice of the tax sale shall be provided as 
follows: 
(a) sent by certified and first class mail to the 
last-known recorded owner, the occupant of any 
improved property, and all other interests of 
record, as of the preceding March 15, at their 
last-known address; and 
(b) published four times in a newspaper published 
and having general circulation in the county, once 
in each of four successive weeks immediately 
preceding the date of sale; . . . . 
In its Memorandum opposing Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Defendants included assertions and supporting evidence that Weber 
County had followed all the proper procedures for administering a 
tax sale (See R. 91). Genuine issues of material fact also exist 
as to whether the efforts of Weber County to provide notice were 
reasonable under the factual circumstances, which included, among 
2Plaintiff s Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment failed to list, much less assert, any of 
the requisite material facts uas to which movant contends no genuine 
issue exists." See Utah R. Jud. Admin. 4-501(2) (A), which was 
repealed effective November 1, 2003, with a comparable if not 
essentially identical provision inserted by way of amendment into 
Utah R. Civ. P. 7(c) (3) (A) . 
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others, the following: (1) the failure of Plaintiff to provide an 
address in the recorded Real Estate Contract for purposes of 
receiving notice such as that in this case (R. 43-49); (2) the 
failure of Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc.,3 to maintain a 
deliverable address to which notice could be sent (R. 53); and (3) 
the failure of Plaintiff to renew its registration with the 
Department of Commerce that resulted in involuntary dissolution in 
1979, which was approximately twenty years prior to the subject tax 
sale (R. 74) . The existing genuine issues of material fact 
concerning notice necessarily include, by virtue of the previously 
mentioned factual circumstances, further issues concerning the 
Plaintiff's intent that can be inferred by its failure to maintain 
its corporate existence and whether its failures constitute a 
waiver of its interest in the subject property. See Pledger v. 
Gillespie, 1999 UT 54, fl6, 982 P.2d 572 (stating "the actions or 
events allegedly supporting waiver are factual in nature and should 
be reviewed as factual determinations . . . ."); see also Soter's 
v. Deseret Federal Sav. & Loan Ass'n, 857 P.2d 935, 940-41 (Utah 
1993) (stating that the question of intentional relinquishment of 
a right as part of waiver determination uis intensely fact 
3The record incontrovertibly demonstrates that both Diamond T. 
Grazing Association, Inc., and Plaintiff shared both officers and 
directors (See R. 46; R. 102, 103, 105) . 
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dependent" and that the "fact finder should assess "the totality of 
the circumstances" before making such a determination). 
Genuine issues of material fact also exist with respect to 
Plaintiff's requisite performance under the Real Estate Contract 
(See R. 43-49). In the event that Plaintiff had failed to perform 
its obligations under the Real Estate Contract prior to its 
involuntary dissolution on March 31, 1979, Plaintiff arguably would 
be precluded from subsequently doing so. See Holman v. Callister, 
905 P.2d 895, 897 (Utah Ct. App. 1995), cert, denied, 920 P.2d 1194 
(Utah 1996) (holding that applicable "statutes [Utah Code Ann. §§ 
16-10-100 and 101 (repealed July 1, 1992)] do not allow a dissolved 
corporation to pursue claims . . . after it has ceased to exist in 
amy manner as a corporate entity"). 
A district court is precluded from granting summary judgment 
"'if the facts shown by the evidence on a summary judgment motion 
support more than one plausible but conflicting inference on a 
pivotal issue in the case . . . particularly if the issue turns on 
credibility or if the inferences depend upon subjective feelings or 
intent.'" Uintah Basin Medical Center v. Hardy, 2008 UT 15, fl9, 
P. 3d (quoting 73 Am. Jur. 2d Summary Judgment § 46 
(2001)); see also Romero v. Union Pac. R.R., 615 F.2d 1303, 1307 
(10th Cir. 1980). Defendants, as the nonmoving parties, "[are] 
entitled to the benefit of having the court consider all of the 
14 
facts presented, and every inference fairly arising therefrom in 
the light most favorable to [them]." Morris v. Farnsworth Motel, 
259 P.2d 297, 298 (Utah 1953). Accordingly, based on the record 
evidence presented on summary judgment, the district court, in 
light of the existing genuine issues of material fact, 
appropriately denied Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
III. PLAINTIFF IS PRECLUDED FROM RAISING THE ARGUMENT 
CONCERNING A TRANSFER OF CONTRACT RIGHTS TO THE 
CORPORATE PRINCIPALS DUE TO THE FAILURE TO PRESERVE 
THIS ISSUE IN THE TRIAL COURT. 
For the first time on appeal, Plaintiff argues that "the trial 
court should have allowed Plaintiff to show whether or not the 
contractual rights of Diamond T. Developments as a dissolved 
corporation had been transferred to its principals and/or allowed 
the principals to have been substituted into the action to enforce 
the contractual rights." See Brief of Appellant, pp. 11-13. This 
argument fails for the reasons that follow. 
u[I]n order to preserve an issue for appeal [,] the issue must 
be presented to the trial court in such a way that the trial court 
has an opportunity to rule on that issue." Brookside Mobile Home 
Park, Ltd. v. Peebles, 2002 UT 48, ^14, 48 P.3d 968 (citing Badger 
v. Brooklyn Canal Co., 966 P.2d 844, 847 (Utah 1998)). This 
preservation requirement places the trial court on notice of the 
asserted error and provides the trial court an opportunity for 
15 
correction at that time in the course of the trial court 
proceeding. See 438 Main Street v. Easy Heat, Inc., 2004 UT 72, 
H51, 99 P.3d 801 (citing Badger, 966 P.2d at 847). For the trial 
court to be afforded the opportunity to correct the asserted error 
"
 v
 (1) the issue must be raised in a timely fashion [,] (2) the issue 
must be specifically raised[,] and (3) the challenging party must 
introduce supporting evidence or relevant legal authority.'" Id. 
(citing Brookside, 2002 UT 48 at %14, 48 P.3d 968 (quoting Badger, 
966 P.2d at 847)). "'Issues that are not raised at trial are 
usually deemed waived.'" Id. 
Based on the well-settled preservation requirement set forth 
in detail above, Plaintiff is precluded from raising the issue on 
appeal because it failed to present it in such a manner as to 
provide the trial court with an opportunity to rule on or consider 
the issue. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Defendants / Appellees respectfully 
irequest that this Court determine that it lacks jurisdiction to 
consider the denial of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment or, 
in the alternative, affirm the district court's denial of 
16 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and grant them any other 
relief the Court deems just or appropriate under the circumstances. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 24th day of March, 2008. 
WIGGINS, P.C. 
Scott L Wic 
s^ Ji&j: Appellees 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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on this 28th day of March, 2008: 
Mr. M. Darin Hammond 
Smith Knowles, P.C. 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 
Ogden, UT 84403 
Counsel for Appellant 
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ADDENDA 
Addendum A: 
Addendum B: 
Addendum C: 
Addendum D: 
Addendum E: 
Addendum F: 
Plaintiff's Motion and Memorandum of Points 
and Authorities in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Reply Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
Transcript of Oral Arguments on January 29, 
2004 
Memorandum Decision denying Plaintiff's Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
Heuser v. Schmittroh, 2002 UT App 42U (mem.) 
(per curiam) 
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Tab A 
ftfRl6 4 o& PH '03 
Melven E. Smith (4145) 
M. Darin Hammond (6741) 
SMITH, KNOWLES & HAMILTON, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 
Ogden, UT 84403 APR 1 G 20031 
Telephone: (801)476-0303 
Facsimile: (801)476-0399 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID R. BROWN, CHRIS LOOCK, and 
CHAD STOKES, 
Defendants. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 02-0908133 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
Plaintiff Diamond T. Developments Inc., by and through its counsel of record, M. Darin 
Hammond of SMITH, KNOWLES & HAMILTON P.C, hereby moves the Court to 
summarily rule in favor of plaintiff and against defendant, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure, and enter an order of summary judgment as against defendants. This 
Motion is supported by the Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed concurrently herewith which establishes that there are no 
genuine issues of material facts herein and that plaintiff is entitled to summary judgment in its 
034 
favor against defendants as a matter of law. 
DATED this / 3 day of April, 2003. 
SMITH, KNOWLES & HAMILTON, P.C. 
Darin Hammond 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I J day of LJiphi ( 2003, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, by placing the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid and addressed to 
the following: 
Mark E. Arnold 
ARNOLD & WIGGINS 
American Plaza II, Suite 105 
57 West 200 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
C- (i-.UiL/ifc i HIM-
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Civil No. 020908133 
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Afft 16 4 oc PM '03 
Melven E.Smith (4145) 
M. Darin Hammond (6741) 
SMITH, KNOWLES & HAMILTON, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff /jpp . , ^ 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 ' '' b <-Q6j 
Ogden, UT 84403 
Telephone: (801)476-0303 
Facsimile: (801)476-0399 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DAVID R. BROWN, CHRIS LOOCK, and 
CHAD STOKES, 
Defendants. 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM OF 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 02-0908133 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
Plaintiff Diamond T. Developments Inc., by and through its counsel of record, M. Darin 
Hammond of SMITH, KNOWLES & HAMILTON P .C , hereby submits its Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment as follows: 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Plaintiff is the record holder of an interest in real property dated May 20, 1972. Said 
real estate contract was recorded with the Weber County Recorder's Office on September 16, 
1981. A true and accurate copy of said real estate contract is attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
incorporated herein by this reference. 
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2. The substance of said real estate contract allowed Diamond T. Development, Inc. the 
ability to purchase property which is the subject of this lawsuit. 
3. The legal description for the property which is the subject of this lawsuit is: 
Part of Section 9, Township 7 North, Range 3 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, 
described as follows: Beginning at a point which is 592.94 Feet West from the 
South Quarter Corner of said Section 9; and running thence North 33D14* West 
1779.51 Feet; thence South 56D46' West 726.0 Feet; thence South 33D14' East 
1300 Feet, more or less, to the South line of said Section 9; thence East 867.96 
feet, more or less to the place of beginning. 
4. The record owner of the real property was Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc. For 
whatever reason Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc. failed to pay the real property taxes due 
and owing on the property for the years 1994 through 1998. Subsequent thereto the Weber 
County Auditor's Office caused a tax sale notice to be served and published. No notice of the tax 
sale was provided to Diamond T. Developments, Inc either by publication or by mail. A true and 
accurate copy of all the Weber County Auditor's records concerning this tax sale is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated herein by this reference. 
6. The Defendants in this lawsuit, David R. Brown, Chris Loock, and Chad Stokes 
purchased the subject real property at the tax sale which occurred on June 9. 1999 for the amount 
of $7,100.00 which paid for the taxes of $1,300.55. 
7. Apparently the excess proceeds from the sale have been deposited with an unclaimed 
property fund administered by Weber County. 
Memorandum ot Points and Authorities in 
Support ot Motion tor Summar) Judgment 
Civil No 020908133 
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8. Because Diamond T. Developments, Inc. did not receive proper notice of the tax sale, 
its interests in the subject real property has not been extinguished. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
The tax sale conducted by Weber County on June 9, 1999 whereby defendants allegedly 
purchased the subject property was accomplished after Weber County failed to provide notice to 
all interested parties. Therefore, the sale was not made in accordance with Utah statutes 
governing tax sales and is contrary to Utah state law. Based thereon, said sale is void. 
A party who alleges to have acquired title by tax deed must show that all requirements of 
law have been complied with. See, Asper v. Moon, 67 P.409 (1902) and Peterson v. Johnson, 34 
P.2d 697 (1934). Thus, the burden of proof in this action is upon the defendants to establish all 
requirements of the tax sale law have been fulfilled. Instead, the Weber County Auditor's 
records show that it failed to provide all interested record lien holders with Notice as to this 
particular tax sale. 
According to Utah Code Ann. §59-2-1351(2): 
Notice of the tax sale shall be provided as follows: 
(a) sent by certified and first class mail to the last known recorded owner, the 
occupant of any improved property, and all other interests of record, as of the 
preceding March 15, at their last-known address; and 
(b) published four times in a newspaper published and having general circulation 
in the county, once in each of four successive weeks immediately proceeding the 
date of sale. 
Memorandum ot Points and Authorities in 
Support ot Motion for Summary Judgment 
Civil No 020908133 
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These procedures were not followed by Weber County. Clearly Diamond T. 
Developments, Inc. has a recorded interest in the above-referenced real property pursuant to the 
contract which was recorded in May of 1982. Moreover, Diamond T. Developments was a 
corporation registered to do business with the State of Utah and had an address of record. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit C in incorporated herein by this reference is a true and accurate copy 
of a printout from Utah Department of Commerce showing Diamond T. Developments and its 
registered agent. 
In any event, Weber County made no effort whatsoever to inform Diamond T. 
Developments Inc. of the pending tax sale. Diamond T. Developments relied upon its recorded 
contract to enforce its property rights and when the county failed to provide Diamond T. 
Developments with notice of the tax sale, Diamond T. Developments, Inc. was wrongfully 
deprived of property by Weber County, State of Utah, which is an unlawful taking under the 
Constitution. 
Utah statutes have a mechanism for dealing with invalid tax sales. Utah Code Ann. §59-
2-1352 provides as follows: 
Every person who has purchased or purchases any invalid tax title to any real property in 
this state shall, from the effective date of this part, have a lien against the property for the 
recovery of the amount of the purchase price paid to the county to the extent that the 
county would have a lien prior to the sale by the county but in no event may the lien be 
greater than the amount of taxes, interest, and penalties, or the amount actually paid, 
Memorandum ot Points and Authorities in 
Support ot Motion tor Summar> Judgment 
CiulNo 020908133 
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whichever is smaller. Taxes paid by the purchaser for subsequent years after the purchase 
from the county shall be included int eh amount secured by the lien which has not already 
been recovered. The lien shall have the same priority against the property as the lien for 
the delinquent taxes which were liquidated by the purchase except that it may not have 
preference over any right, title, interest in, or lien against, the property acquired since the 
purchase of the tax title for value and without notice, and the lien shall bear interest at the 
legal rate for a period of not to exceed four years. The lien shall be foreclosed in any 
action in which the validity of the tax title is determined. If the lien is not foreclosed at 
the time of the determination of the invalidity of the tax title, any later action to foreclose 
the lien shall be barred. 
Based upon such, any person who has purchased any invalid tax title to any real property 
in this State has a lien on the property for recovery of the amount of the purchase price paid plus 
interest. Basically, in exchange for payment is outlined above, Diamond T. Developments Inc. 
can recover its title to the foregoing real property through this judicial process. 
The bottom line is the defendants in this action cannot show that all requirements of law 
have been complied with in providing notice to all record interest owners of the property sold at 
the subject tax sale. Counties do not warrant tax titles and purchasers of such titles take subject to 
the previous owners right of redemption and subject to any defect or infirmity and the procedure 
through which the County acquired its interest. 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Support ot Motion for Summary Judgment 
Civil No 020908133 
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CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, plaintiff prays that this court enter judgment in plaintiffs' favor 
quieting title in and to the subject real property subject to a lien in favor of the defendants for the 
amount of taxes they paid to purchase the real property plus interest. 
DATED this (y day of April, 2003. 
SMITH, KNOWLES & HAMILTON, P.C. 
' \J[ Florin WammnnH M. Darin Hammond 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
/"* L I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the \Q day of -J L7J_( 2003, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing MEMORANDUM OF POINTS 
AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by 
placing the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid and addressed to the following: 
Mark E. Arnold 
ARNOLD & WIGGINS 
American Plaza II, Suite 105 
57 West 200 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
• .. - ^-,
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 ^ 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
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EXHIBIT "A 
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REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
P^KTTiO Q VERIHCD £} May 2 0 , 1972 
fWTMiD • MIC&OflLMfD Q 
W u u w u • . i %—ORDER 
Come now Diamond T Grazing Association, Inc., hereinafter called 
Seller and Diamond T Development, Inc., hereafter called Buyer and enter into 
the following agreement with each other. Each party acknowledges that it 
has received $100 and other good and valuable consideration from the other 
party for this contract. 
It is agreed that Seller owns approximately 640 acres in Section 35 
in Beaver Creekj and approximately 150 lots which have been subdivided out 
of 800 acres in Beaver Creek Estates and approximately 5 »240 acres of 
summer range north of Beaver Creek Estates and including the ranch house 
and corrals; west of Beaver Creek Estates and approximately 2,400 acres of 
mountain land north of Sellers lower ranch in Huntsville. Buyer hereby 
contracts for the purchase of all of said described property for the 
development and sales thereof and the Seller agrees to sell said property. 
Tnis contract replaces one of May 15, 1972 between Seller and the Incorpor-
ator^ of Buy*»r Corporation, 
It is agreed as follows: 
1. This contract replaces, and voids any and all prior contracts 
for sale, which Seller had on this land. It incorporates all provisions 
of Buyers' incorporators' contract with Seller, 
2. Buyer is hereby granted the exclusive development, sales rights 
and rights to purchase all of said property described hereafter and these 
rights will continue for so long as Buyer diligently proceeds to develop and 
sell the property. The sales prices on the properties are as follows: 
A. Diamond T Developments, Inc. is purchasing the 150 lots 
(approximately 800 acres) on Lower Beaver which have been previously sub-
divided as Beaver Creek Estates. For this Land they will pay to Seller 
$500,000 plus interest as the property is sold. After development costs apd 
sales costs Buyer will pay forthwith to Seller its payment for the land. 
Any amount renaming WLII bt» the property of Buyer. This nronercy i«? 
described in Exhibit A. 
BOOK 1389 M«ii67 
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B. For the approximately 5,240 acres of summer range north of 
Beaver Creek Estates and including the house, corrals, springs and ponds 
west of Beaver Creek Estates, Diamont T Developments, Inc. will pay the 
Seller One Million Dollars. (1,000,000..) plus interest. This property is 
described in Exhibit A. After developments and sales costs Buyer will pay 
Seller forthwith its payment for this land. 
C. Diamond T Developments, Inc. as part consideration for the 
amounts it is paying for A and B above will receive all of Section 35 in 
Beaver Creek. This land is fully described in Exhibit HC M. As this land is 
sold Seller will pay off the bonds owed by RADC0 and held in escrow by the 
Bank of Utah and will pay off obligations to the New Era, Inc., Smiley State 
Bank, Raymond Novellij Jim Roberts and New Product;* Inc. Any amount received 
over and above amounts will pay off such unsecured debts owed by RADC0 as 
those to Dan Alsup, George V. Alexander, Elmer Fox & Company, Don Fredrickson 
and Hansen & Associates. Any balance left will be the property 
of Diamond T Developments, Inc. 
D. Buyer is hereby granted an option for 5 years from date to 
purchase the 2,400 acres Huntsville Ranch (described in Exhibit B) for 
$1,000,000. Seller has full use of this land unti^. option is exercised and 
Buyer pays no interest during this period. Option must be exercised in 
writing and terms of purchase must be then agreed to by both parties. Seller 
can terminate this option prematurely by written notice if it is not satisfied 
WLth Buyer's performance on parcels A, B, and C. 
3. From the .raonov received by Seller it will pay all existing 
debts against the lands including FHA and Deamer Finance and Associates. 
4. It is specifically understood that all water rights but no 
mineral rights or oil rights on or under the land are being purchased by the 
Distend T Developments, Inc. 
5. It is understood that Buyer will pay Seller interest on Che upper 
nieces of land, described as A and B at 1% per annum fron the time when 
sufficient development is completed en eacu» pari so that sales can logically 
be started. This date will be fully determined when Bu>er or any 3uCCc53o: 
has the properties properly cleared through the County and in fact makes 
its first sale on that property. 
044 
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6. It ia agreed and understood Chat Diamond T Developments, Inc. 
must immediately take positive action to 
A, Properly comply wit'i all neces-ary County Subdivision and 
property sale requirements for mountain property and 
within 1 year from date have Beaver Creek Estates surveyed 
and basic roads built and start an energetic sales program 
and continuously carry this program forward* 
B. Develop a program for the Sale of parcel which is 
approximately 5,240 acres, a part of Exhibit A so that 
this can be productively marketed as a condominimum. 
type ranch. This must be ready for sale by 1975. 
As long as Buyer is actively working on these projects it shall 
be given the right to continue and Seller will cooperate and do all things 
it can to aid the ultimate development and sales. Buyer has the right to 
sell Section 35 outright or by dividing it. 
7. A. Should Seller determine that Buyer for any 2 month period is 
not devoting its best effort to thp development and sale of parcels A, 5 
and C then after 1 months written notice to Buyer and the Seller may terminate 
this contract If Buyer does not immediately begin to perform. 
B. If it becomes apparent to Seller that Buyer (for any reason 
not caused by Seller) will not be able to perform and make sales sufficient 
tc pay the obligations against the property then Seller may terminate this 
contract 3 months after giving Buyer written notice of its intent to 
terminate unless Buyer satisfactorily demonstrates that it has and will 
protect Seller in the necessary payment of the debts 3nd obligations against 
the property. 
8. In CSJS cf default by Buyer then any improvemencs, plans, pro-
grams and contracts which it holds will become the property of Sellers. 
Seller agrees to c'ne be;>L of its ability co carry on any condominimum ranch 
projects started en the property by Buver. 
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9. Either party defaulting under this contract agrees that the other 
party has all rights normally allowed by lav to redress their injuries 
including a reasonable attorneys fee. 
DIAMOND T GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Seller 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF WEBER) 
On the 20 Day of May.; 1972 A.D. , personally appeared before m#» 
Tom Nass and Tom Connelly, who being by me duly sworn, aid say thac 
they are the Corporate President and Corporate Secretary respectively 
of the Diamond T Grazing Association, Inc. and thac 3aid instrument 
was signed in behalf of said Corporation by authority of a resolution 
of its Board of Directors and the said Officers acknowledged to pe 
that said Corporation executed the same. 
vV/^r^^ u ^ yg-y-'v 
Notary Public 
MY COMMISSION EXFR&5 JJUE I It*. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF WEBER) 
On Che 20 Day of May, 1972 A J), i personally appeared before me 
Ton! Connelly and Maurice Richards, who being by me duly sworn, did 
say that they are the Corporate President and Corporate Secretary 
respectively of the Diamond T Developments, Inc. and that said_ 
instrument was signed in behalf of said Corporation by authority 
of a resolution of its Board of Directors and the said Officers 
acknowledged to me chat said Corporation executed the sa"ie^ 
Nocary Public / / 
:N F^ ?*- v o 
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 K
 r \ o 
N v^  .° «i 
3 ? N ~ Iv ^ 
^ ° o ^ >^ ^ The f o l l o w i n g d e s c r i b e d land i n Weber County, S t a t e 
0 V ° ° o rJ% i N o f U t a h » a 1 1 i a Township 7 North , Range 3 E a s t , S a l t 
r3 \ .N v «- h Lak* Base and Mer id ian , U* S* Survey: 
^ t? Q 0 \ o ^ ^ a t P o r t i o t i o f S e c t i o n 3 l y i n g West o f c e n t e r l i n e 
% K 0 xc i K ^ of Beaver Creek, Z 3 - O l 3 - o o o < r 
0 ^ 5 £ ft ™ ^ o A l l o f S e c t i o a 4 , 2 3 . O IT> • 0O0~ 
\ \ \ ^ I \ % AXl of S e c t i o n 5 , 2.3- 0 « 3 - " ^ 6 
P ^ o \ ^ * ^ T b e E * s C h a l f o f S e c t i o n 6 , ! ? • o < 3 - o o o ^ 
k
 ?, o c\ ^  a ^ 
oo N ^  O , <^  The East half of Sectioa 7, 7 ^ . c ? / 3 . o ^ ^ 
* $ h * \ ^ 1 ^ ^ 
3 o co A ; ^ l^J All of Sectioa 8,^? 
v iC o £ ° ? 0 ° All of Section 9,J 
;- ^ -S ^  "- ^ 4- - Section 10, the Southwest Quarter and South half of 
0 O ^ ^ r ^ r \ r K - Northwest Quarter. ~Z.-3 - o l3 - ^ J ^ \ O o ti~ 
~ C o ~r ^  ^ ^ N 
• ^ ^ ^ A part of Section 15, lying West of the centerline 
\ of Beaver Creek, 2 "3 ~ J> i 3 — & & JC? ^ - v. >f ^ .i S -I 
rvj 
A p a r t of S e c t i o n 16, l y i n g West of t h e c e n t e r l i n e 
of Beaver C r e e k , 
Al l of S e c t i o n 17 , " 2 . 3 - a >3 - o o i "t-
Eas t h a l f of S e c t i o n 18 , 2 3 . ; ' 3 - 0 3 n -
A p a r t of S e c t i o n 2 1 , l y i n g West of Beaver Creek , 
A p a r t of t h e Nor thwes t Q u a r t e r of S e c t i o n 28 , beg inn ing 
66 f e e t E a s t of t h e Nor thwest c o r n e r of s a i d Q u a r t e r 
S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e Eas t 1,627 f e e t t o coun ty road ; t hence 
South 12°13 ' Eas t 210 f e e t a long r o a d ; t hence South 2° 
o U ^ 4 ° ' E a s t 1 5 7 f e e t ; t hence West 203 .0 f e e t ; thence Nor th 
N »0 3\ ^ \ N ^ 74*13 f Wesc 346 ,00 f e e t ; t hence Nor th 63* West 141 .0 
^ o § IN i!\ ^N ^ ^ fd*st; t hence West 961 .0 f e e c ; t h e n c e Nor th 424 f e e t t o 
o ^ * ^i t he p o i n t of b e g i n n i n g . 
N 
c o 0.
 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ - \ ^ v x ^ 
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EXHIBIT "3" 
Property in Weber Coarty. S t a t e of Utah, in Township 6 North, Range 2 
Eas t , S a l t Lake Base and Meridian, U. S. Survey: 
Z / - QOl - QOO<t,Q90('j O J O l , C0O7f D O O ^ O O c 5 
A i l o f s e c t i o n 3 . A l l o f s e c t i o n 4 . 
A p a r t o f the S o u t h h a l f , S e c t i o n 5 , b e g i n n i n g 6.77 
c h a i n s North o f t h e S o u t h w e s t c o r n e r o f t h e S o u t h -
e a s t Q u a r t e r ; t h e n c e N o r t h 7 1 ° E a s t 1 c h a i n t o 
Mountain c a n a l ; t h e n c e S o u t h e a s t e r l y a l o n g c a n a l t o 
S o u t h l i n e o f S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e E a s t t o t h e S o u t h e a s t 
c o r n e r o f S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e N o r t h t o E a s t Q u a r t e r 
c o r n e r ; t h e n c e West t o c e n t e r o f S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e 
S o u t h 2 , § 1 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e West 1 8 . 5 7 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e 
South 35 E a s t 9 , 0 2 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e S o u t h 2 2 ° 5 0 ' 
E a s t 1 1 , 9 6 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e S o u t h 3 3 ° 3 5 ' E a s t 16 
c h a i n s t o p o i n t o f b e g i n n i n g . E x c e p t 5 . 8 3 a c r e s i n 
t h e Ogden V a l l e y Cai \a l USA , , 745-4Q7 , , . 
A p a r t of t h e N o r t h e a s t Q u a r t e r o f S e c t i o n 6, b e g i n -
n i n g a t t h e N o r t h e a s t c o r n e r o f s a i d Q u a r t e t S e c t i o n ; 
t h e n c e S o u t h a l o n g s e c t i o n l i n e 1 , 5 0 0 f e e t to o l d 
f e n c e l i n e ; t h e n c e N o r t h 55° West 2 , 5 8 5 . 0 f e e t t o 
Nor th l i n e of s a i d Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e East t o 
b e g i n n i n g , E x c e p t i n g t h e 0 . 9 6 a c r e i n Ogden V a l l e y 
Cana l USA. 2 . / _ a / o - o O O i 
A pact of the N o r t h w e s t Q u a r t e r o f S e c t i o n 9 , b e g i n n -
i n g 1 , 3 4 8 , 5 f e e t E a s t o f t h e S o u t h w e s t c o r n e r o f 
s a i d Quarter S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e N o r t h 2 ° 0 6 l Eas t 535 
f e e t , more or l e s s , t o o l d f e n c e l i n e ; t h e n c e North 
— 6 6 West 1 , 4 3 7 f e e t , more or l e s s , a l o n g s a i d f e n c e 
^ l i n e ; t h e n c e N o r t h 55° West 66 f e e t , more or l e s s , 
^ a l o n g s a i d f e n c e l i n e ; t o West l i n e o f S e c t i o n 9 ; 
~ t h e n c e North a l o n g s a i d l i n e t o N o r t h w e s t c o r n e r of 
s a i d S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e Eas t t o N o r t h e a s t c o r n e r o f s a i d 
\ Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e South 2 6 4 0 . 0 f e e t t o S o u t h -
J
 e a s t c o r n e r o f s a i d Quar tor S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e West 
^ 1 , 2 9 1 f e e t t o b e g i n n i n g . 
• A p a t t of S e c t i o n 9 , b e g i n n i n g a t t h e N o r t h e a s t 
carrier of S e c t i o n 9 , t h e n c e West 2 , 6 4 0 f e e t t h e n c e 
South 3 , 9 6 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e East 2 , 6 4 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e 
North 3 , 9 6 0 f e e t t o p o i n t o f b e g i n n i n g . 
A p a r t of S e c t i o n 1 0 , b e g i n n i n g a t t h e N o r t h w e s t 
c o r n e r cf S e c t i o n 1 0 , t h e n c e S o u t h 240 r o d s ; 
t h e n c e East 2 3 8 . 1 2 r o d s ; t h e n c e N o r t h 240 r o d s ; 
t h e n c e West 2 3 8 . 1 2 r o d s a l o n g N o r t h l i n e o f s a i d 
S e c t x o n t o p o i n t of b e g i n n i n g * 
And in Township 7 North, Range 2 E a s t , S a l t Lake Base and 
Meridian, U. S. S u r v e y 
The Southwest Quarter of Sect ion 34. 
^ $ — O ' Z. - O J 7 -
- o s-^ - J ^ _ i - ~- - " ~ ' - -> ^ 
o s ~ - -
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EXHIBIT "C" 
Approximately 640 acres located approximately 
15 mi les Northeasterly of Huntsv i l l e , Utah and 
a part of Weber County described as fol lows: 
Sect ion 35, Township 8 North, Range 3 E a s t , 
Sa l t Lake Base and Meridian, U. S. Survey 
oos y 
0 OS » 
CO 3 - ^ 
EXHIBIT "B 
050 
J I U 1 4—W V ^ * W»_ v w J \ . 
1IXIJA <J. LUINCJ&KJRD, C P O 
fEBER COUNTY CLERK/AUDI' I 
380 Washington Blvd., Suite 320 
tgjk»fUT8440M456 
hone: (801) 399-8400 
ax: (801)399-8300 
Weber County Request for Records 
requestor's Name; • M. Dar in Hammond, At torney 
iddress: 4723 H a r r i s o n Boulevard #200 
% ; ngripn State: UTah Zip. 84403 
)aytime telephone number where you can be contacted: (801) 476-0303 
)e$criutioil of record sought; ANY AND ALL RECORDS PERTAINING TO THE TAX SALE OF REAL 
ROPERTY OWNED BY DIAMOND T. GRAZING AKA DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
I would like to view/inspect the record. 
XX 1 would like to receive copies of the record, I understand that Weber county may charge a fee for copies 
or records and those copies will be provided subject to fees being paid. T authorize costs of up to 
S 2 5-Q Q • If costs are greater than the amount I have specified, I further understand that the office 
will contact me for approval prior to processing of the request, 
' ^Squcstor* signature D a t c 
Response to request - for office use only. 
Request Accepted by Date/Time 
Approved - Requestor notified on
 7 20^ 
Please explain:. 
Denied - Written denial sent on 20 
Please explain; 
Requestor was notified that the office does not maintain the records requested. The request was 
forwarded to . department for processing on. 
, Request extension of Lime for extraordinary circumstances. Required notice sent ou , 20_ 
Cost authorization obtained from requestor on , 20 
Cost: S . if waived, approved by 
Requestor's Signature . Date received:. 
Remarks: 
WCAW3 Rov 12/2002 
RECEIPT 1728 
LINDA G. LUNCEFORD 
WEBER COUNTY CLERK / AUDITOR 
LIC # ^ _ DATE 
AMOUNT $ 
RECEIVED FROM 
« &f>?° 
Cash ^ Checkx\ 
FOR THE FOLLOWING. C .(L-
RECEIVED BY: 
:JL 
WEiRlilNTV 
I.INOA Ci. l.UNCEFORD 
CLCRIG'AUDITOR 
2VJ.Q Wri'JiiiKjion OK'd . Suite 3 2 0 
Ofjilcn. Uuih U - M 0 I - M 5 6 
CERTIFIED # < ) • • • > 
fci::-:--
f jNL-vi , , / ,
 fi:" " / ' - t^lWMT OGDEM UT 
::-
J
^llw / ' .- .- . - • 
/ 
fe fl» ^  O V - r3 V t r T i \ & 
23-013-0224 
DIAMOND T GRAZING ASSQCIATION 
INC 
2568 UAGHINGTON BLVD 
8 4 4 0 1 
A'J\ I— 
'-'Vi.. 
A»r> V / -
i f771.",l..l,li.lTn7Tr7'3 17TT iiTTrHlMm 11 H Il^hTtinti l L _ 
o 
CJ! 
CO 
SENDER: 
U Con (ik-.te items' 1 and/or 2 feu additional services. 
Complete it^ms 3. 4a, and 'lb. 
i j Piii.t v'our name and address on the reverse of this form so thai we can return Ihis 
r;<iul to yon. • 
D All rich this form lo Ihe fronl of IIle mailpiece, or on the back il space does not 
ptfimit. 
O V"iilc- "Return Fluceipt Requested"en the mailpiece below the article number. 
CI i'lii; Return Receipt will show to whom the article was delivered and the dale 
dulivt>i-«rl. ; -r 
3. Adicle Addressed to: 
I also wish (o receive the follow-
ing services (for an extra fee): 
1 • O Addressee's Address 
2. Q Restricted Delivery 
4a. Article Number 
. Service Type 
Registered {^'Certified 
Express Mail G insm ed 
Return Receipt lor Merchandise If] COD 
Date of Delivery 
5. Received By: (Print Name) 
6. Signature (Addressee or.Agent) 
3. Addressee's Address (Only if requested and 
fee is paid) 
PS Form 3 8 1 1 , December 1994 102595-99-B-0223 Domestic Return Receipt 
ORDEP NO.: v.32134 
FOUf TAIJ VIEW TITLE 
^I5~ 1/PRISON BLVD 
OGDEN, UTAH 84403 
L ROW INC 
r201 
TAX SALE INFORMATION 
TAX IDENTIFICATION NO. 
23-013-0224 
RECORD TITLE OWNERS; 
ADDRESS- RAW GROUND 
DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
RECORDED LIEN HOLDEPS: 
1 UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
Dated: May 20, 1972 
Seller: DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION, 
Buyer: DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
Book: 1389 Page: 1166 
ADDRESS OF BUYER: 
DIAMOND "T" DEVELOPMENT 
(NONE AVAILABLE) 
2. 
INC. 
NOTE: SAID PROPERTY DOES NOT FRONT A DEDICATED 
ROAD AND/OR STREET. 
JUDGMENT CREDITORS OR INTEREST CLAIMANTS: 
1. JUDGMENTS were checked against the following names and none were found 
be of record: 
DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENT 
NOTE: This is a limited title report only. It is a report only of the 
specific items listed above and is not to be construed as a commitment for 
Title Insurance, addresses are provided based upon examination of recorded 
documents or from the latest telephone directory of Ogden City. 
DATED: 04/19/99 
MOUNTAIN VIEWJTITLE 
By." ._ -*--— 
c 
Mkii-Ta^|jgp^ce t o 
-Ogden, Utah 
^tL^.f /.trV . 
^Maii Deed U 
.Address 
- ~ T C 
wi4G3 «<* Bii Q u i t ^ l a i m Deed 
(Name of xorpomtioii) 
SOURDOUGH WILDERNESS RANCH, INC....,-'a n o n - p r o f i t ' c o r p o r a t i o n 
of Ogden C i t y County of Weber 
Quit Claims to 
"DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC.-
Offden, IJtah 
Grantor 
BUte. of Utah, bereby 
of Ogden C i t y County of Weber 
TEN DOLLARD and OTHER VALUABLE CONSIDERATIONS-
GRANTEE 
, State of Utah, for the sum of 
the following described t ract of land in weoer County, State of U t a h : 
SEE ATTACHED DESCRIPTION: 
WITNESS :-wh'ere# has caused: 
•':•':•-•. ••::'. ; . • ( C o r p o r a t i o n n a m e ) : - - • . " " . . ' , ; • . . ' ; ; • " • .*:••••• 
the foregoing instrument -to: be executed;in its- corporate, name and by;- i ts \ . -Fresident; At tes ted: 
.resolution. by i t s .Secretary under its; corporate' Seal,' pursuant".to 
by its :du^^aufehorized officersi- t h i s : ^ - : ; ^ ^ ^ : ^ : 
j - ;-ir^'-;:-:•'-': ^ a V - \ ^ r ~ ^ ~ ~ - - ~ : - - : - / ^ 7 ^ : £ 2 ~ . day/of-^. / . l . : 
State-df-Utah' 
County -of Weber 
•SOURDOUGH-. mi^mNEBS^M^CE^^cX 
'.rV - *. {Corporation "name) 
|".ss'.. ;: ' On;.the:: .'^  25TR.'Y,day of 
appeared before,me -:.; George' B ^ T a n L e e ^ i v ^ a ' ^S 
being by me duly "sworn, did _say•-that they are- the. 
respectively of the_ 
''May:. •:•::;- V;lQfi2V - A : B, .. • ' 
• 2^ "•: - E l b e r t • S-.;. C u r t i s ' 
: • President- and t h e - - ; 
personally 
;
, - who 
'"Secretary; 
S O m D Q I J ^ 
.'..::-.:..\.r.rv.., a ^ corporation and 
that said instrument .was. isi^ned in behalf, 'of vsaldv: corporation' by authori ty of -a -resolution of '•. its 
board of Directors and-the- said GeD'rg.e;.'K.. VanLe.euven.- and . .Elber t . S..' C u r t i s •. 
. acknowledged - to me t h a t ; said corporation' execu ted ' the same. 
A p a r t o f t h e ' ^ a s t h a l ' f . o f " S e c t i o n I T , T o v n s h i p T -North- , - R a n g e 3 E a s t 3 S a l t Lak-e 
3 a s ^ ^ M e r i d i a n , U. S . . ' S u r v e y ' : ' " ' B e g i n n i n g a t a p o i n t v h i c h i s V e s t 1 1 0 2 . 9 ^ f e e t , 
S o u t h 2 1 ° 0 Q ' V e s t 2 u ' 8 l . 0 8 f e e t , • S o u t h . B 0 G 1 3 ' V e s t - 2 ^ 7 . 2 2 . f e e t , " -Nor th 8 C ° 0 0 ! 1 0 " 
V e s t 2 3 2 . 0 5 ' e s t a n d N o r t h . . T1°>0.» 2 0 . " ' V e s t . 2 4 0 . - 7 1 f e e t , f r o m t b e l N o r t b q u a r t e r " 
c o r n e r o f S e c t i o n l 6 , T o v n s h i p T N o r t h , R a n g e 3 E a s t , S a l t L a k e B a s e k M e r i d i a n , 
U . S . S u r v e y ; r u n n i n g t h e n c e S o u t h 2 2 0 3 1 r 5 2 " V e s t 60-6 .67 f e e t t o t h e c e n t e r of 
. a n e x i s t i n g r o a d , t h e n c e t h r e e - c o u r s e s a l o n g t h e c e n t e r o f s a i d r o a d a s f o l l o v s : 
N o r t h 2 S ° S 2 ' k O M V e s t u O l . 0.0 f e e t , N o r t h 3 7 o 5 7 ' 3 0 " V e s t 5 7 2 . 2 9 " f e e t and S o u t h 71° 
- 0 ' 2 0 u E a s t 8 0 0 . 0 0 f e e t t o t h e o r o i n t - o f b e g i n n i n g ' . v V 
PARCEL 2:_ DLAMONL "T'T~ ESTATES NO . 1 - .Lot N o . 7 5 
h a l f o f S e c t i o n 1 7 , T o v n s h i p 
Jt. 
^ - - • 
o f t h € : s t h a l f o f S e c t i o n 1 6 ; a n d - D e JLP_S" A p a r -
N o r t h , R a n g e 3 E a s t , S a l t L a k e .-Base h. M e r i d i a n , U.. S . S u r r e y : - B e g i n n i n g a t a p o i n t ,. 
i n t h e • c e n t e r o f t h e . c r eek ; w h i c h , i s V e s t - l l O ? ^ f e e t , S o u t h 2 1 ° 0 0 ^ V e s t ' 2 ^ 8 l . 0 8 f e e t - , So 
& 0 ° 1 3 1 . V e s t 2 ^ 7 . 2 2 f e e t , N o r t h S.0C.00:10" V e s t 2 3 2 . 0 5 . f e e t , N o r t h 7 1 o ^ 0 5 2 0 n V e s t 2 ^ 0 . 7 1 ' 
f e e t a n d - S o u t h 2 2 ° 3 1 ' 5 2 " -Ves t . 1 35
 v 2 8 -"feet- . f rom, - t h e - N o r t h . q u a r t e r . c o m e r -of s a i d S e c t i o n 
1 6 ; r u n n i n g t h e n c e t v o c o u r s e s a l o n g ; t h e c e n t e r of. t h e c r e e k a s • f e l l o e s ' : S o u t h hl^iy '' 
' E a s f 2 1 8 . 9 0 - f e e t a n d S o u t h 5 2 ° 5 0 ' E a s t 2 0 0 . 0 0 : f e e t , . t h e n c e S o u t h ' 2 1 c ^ 5 ' h.5" V e s t - 6 3 1 • 9 0 
f e e t t o t h e c e n t e r o f a n e x i s t i n g . . r o a d , t h e n c e .. ' tvo . c o u r s e s a l o n g t h e c e n t e r -of s a i d 
r o a d ' a s f o l l o v s : N o r t h ' 32°^2: ' .05 T V V e s t " 3 6 l - . l l " f e e t , ' a n a ' N o r t h 2.y°32.xW V e s t 1 2 0 . ^ 5 - . 
' h e n c e N o r t h 22° 3 L ' - 5 2 " E a s t / M l .39. ' f e e l t o t h e : p o i n t •. o f • b e g i - n r a n g . . ' e e t , 
3EAVER .CS&DC "ESTATES' - ' h o t No . .776 : /7?;-3; ^ i 3 - x 48: 1
 O's^-^' 
...of S e c t i o n -7 
Lah,- U . .S . ' S u r v e y :* B e g i n n i n g a-i 
EA.BCEL_3.i_. _. ^ _ „ _ _ „ _ . 
A . ' t a r t , o f t h e S o . u t h v e s t ' Q u a r t e r '.of S e c t i o n l6- , " a n d ^ t h e S o u t h e a s t ' Q u a r t e r . 
T c v n s h i u 7'\Na<i:-th:, Ran~£e~ :3 E a s t \ S a l t 1 Lal re ; B a ' s e ^ ^ _ a T ^ f i d i ; 
•a p o i n t " v h i ' c h . i s K o r t h ' . - 8 9 - ° ^ l i n e . ' N o r t h
 : 5 ° 0 0 ' . V e s t 
9 5 1 / 2 7 ' f e e t a n d N o r t h .ho°^U- l \ " . .Vest ' - .2-021. : 96 . " f e e t " f rom . the , . S o u t h - q u a r t e r c o r n e r o f , s a : d ~ 
S e c t i o n l 6 , , . - r u n n i n g t h e n c e S o u t h .'280-l4 2-' ^ 5 " . V e s t .39.0 ..O.O.'.f e e t t o t h e c e n t e r o f a n ' 
e x i s t i n g r o a d , t h e n c e t v o , c o u r s e s - a l o n g t h e . ' c e n t e r of ' s a i d r o a d . a s . ' f o l l o v s . : N o r t h 5 7 
3 7 ' 2 5 " V e s t 1 2 0 . 0 0 f e e t ; a h d ^ o r t h Y T O 0 ^ ! ' ^ . 
E a s t 6 3 1 * 9 0 f e e t t o . t i i e . ^ c e D t e r * o f -a.- c r e e k ^ l h e n c - e . t v o ' c o u r s e s " a l o n g t h e c e n t e r . o f - s a ^ d 
c r e e k a s f o l l o v s : • S6uth/6j6 '?0Q^; :£^t\ :2A5' :*-O0' : :TeWt. ' . .an-d S o u t L ; 7 . 9 ° 2 5 J • E a s t : 1&; 
t h e n c e S o u t h . 2 8 0 U 2 ' ^ 5 " : Ves t ' ' . 2 8 8 . 8 6 - f e e t W - t h e ; ' n o i n t "of" ¥>JE 
*T U. ^ d ^> '<• > /' 3 ~
:&2~& ^fffi- £• 5:--^:<:- D- - 1 " ^ 
. 5 J - t 
> e g i n n i n g . . 
3-5-OO' f e e t ' . , ; 
' - a - t oT S e c t i o n a , T o w n s h i p T N o r t h ,• .-Range x ^ a s t ^ S a l t " . L a k e . ; 3 a s e : & M e r i d i a n , 
d e s c r i b e d a s f o l l o v s : ' ' B e g i n n i n g 3 at . , a n o l n t ; w h i c h - i s 7 5 9 2 . ' 9 ^ ' T e e t " r W e s t / ^ o m t -ne . 
q u a r t e r c o r n e r ..of s a i l S e c t i o n - .9., -and" r u n n i n g . t h e n c e , - N o r t h 
• t h e n c - " S o u t h R o 0 ^ ' Vest.'-,72-6 .Otfeet . ; ; - . t h e n c e 3 .outh"-33 
l e s s t o S o u t h l i n e o f s a i d - S e c t i o n . 9 - - n ^ o e E a s t • 3 6 7 / Q 6 ' - f e e t , . m o r e or 
n i a c e o f b e g i n n i n g . 
D ih-T : V e s t - l ' 
eet; ;- . t h e n c e S o u t h ' • 3 3 ^ l ^ ' 1 ' E a s t . 1 3 0 0 . feet";-, "more o r 
r .outn-
f e s t ; 
• ^ I 
.es-s t o t h e 
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T.7N., R.3E.,- S.LB. 8c M. 
IN WEBER COUNTY 
SCALE 1H = 2400' . 
13 
TAXING UNIT: 50 
SEE PAGE 7 
Davie P.. Brown 
7860 S. 1900 E. 
South Weber, "Uta-n • 84405 
T A X D E E D 
WEBER COUNTY, ^ body corporate and politic, of the State of Utah, grantor, 
hereby conveys
 t o. 
UA.VTD" R\ URUWIvf, CHRIS LOQCK & CHAD STOKES 
grantee, the fallowing described real estate in Weber County, State of Utah, 
to-wit: 
.SERIAL NUMBER 23-013-022/ 
P A R T O F S £ C T I 0 N 9, T O W N S H I P 7 NORTH, R A N G E 3 EAST, SALT L A K E 
B A S E A N D M E R I D I A N , D E S C R I B E D AS. F O L L O W S : BEGINNING A T A 
P O I N T W H I C H I S 5 9 2 . 9 4 F E E T W E S T FROM T H E S O U T H Q U A R T E R C O R N E R 
OF SAID SECTION 9; AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 3 3D14' WEST 
1779.51 FgST; THENCE SOUTH 56D46' WEST 726.0 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 33D14. EAST 1300 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO SOUTH LINE OF 
SAID SECTION 9; THENCE EAST 867.96 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO 
THE PLACE} OF BEGINNING. 
This conveyance i s made in consideration of payment by the grantee of $1,300.55 
•representing the total amount owing for delinquent taxes, penalties, interest 
and administrative costs constituting a charge against the real property for 
non-payment o£ general taxes assessed against it for the year 1994, in "the sum"" 
of $203.92. 
Dated this $<//^ day of v 7*/!/ UU4f 1 9 _ £ ^ 
^uutirw/,, 
r,/4fe 
5 Z7T?i Linda G. 
• ^ S^-^-^i*.?^"" 'Weber County Clerk/Au 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF WE5^R 
Cn the Twenty^fourth day of June, 1999, personally appeared before me Linda G. 
Lunceford, whD being by me duly sworn did say, that she is the duly elected, 
qualified and acting County Auditor in and for Weber County, of the State of 
Utah, and that the above and foregoing instrument was signed in behalf of said" 
County by authority of Section 59-2-1351,1 IB) la) Utah Codex and the said Linda" 
G. Lunceford acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
••'\?M 
Dou 
Weber County 
{', W 
R e c o r d e r ^ 1 6 4 5 6 S O 2 0 0 1 9 P G 2 3 5 1 
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Standard-Examiner Thursday, June 3,1999 
AWARDS 
School 
districts 
recognize 
employees 
D Ogden City, Weber 
school districts honor 
hard-working employees 
Stanciara-Examiner staff 
As the end at the school year approaches, the Ogden and Weber school 
districts are taking a few 
moments to honor those 
teachers, lunch managers and 
Others who have served the Top 
of Utah's children well. 
This year, the Ogden School 
District recognized the following 
employees with "Focus on 
Excellence" awards: 
• Sally Williams has served 
430 students lunch at Lewis 
Elementary for the past four 
years. Her care for the students 
goes beyond their nutritional 
needs. She serves them with a 
sense of humor and encouraging 
attitude, and has even given them 
western dance lessons in her 
Spare time. She has been with the 
district for 12 years. 
• Lee Ann Waters serves as 
hinch manager for Washington 
Hign School. She prepares the 
food at Ogden High School and 
transports it to the 20th street 
campus. Her duties also include 
preparing a : p.m. lunch for :he 
•Hudenis who attend classes later 
in :he day. Waters provides 
{hendly. dedicated service under 
challenging circum^iunce^. 
• Katherine *Kif* Dimick 
retires this vcar from 29 vears of. 
Roy 
Pioneer 
Quiifers 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF 
WEBER COUNTY TAX SALE 
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday June 9,1999 at 1000 a m. in the Weber 
County Commission Chambers (1st Floor of the Weber Center, 2380 Washington 
Blvd ), I wil l offer for sale at public auction and sell to the highest bidder for cash 
under the provisions of section 59-2-1351 1, the fol lowing described real property 
located in the county and now delinquent and subject to tax sale A bid for less than 
the total amount of taxes interest penalty, and administrative costs which are a 
charge upon the real estate will not be accepted NOTE Address listed Is the 
mailing address and not necessarily the property address Plat maps showing 
property location may be seen at the Weber County Clerk/Auditor s Office located in 
the Weber Center In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons 
needing auxiliary services should call 399-8002 at least 24 hours prior to the 
auction IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 13th day 
of May 1999 
UNDA G. LUNCEFORD 
Weber County Clerk/Auditor 
01 -006-0032 
THORNTON STEVE A 
122DOXEYST 
OGDEN UT 84401 
01-050-0009 
SKINNER LINDA 
2765 S 4050 W 
OGDEN UT 84401 
02-052-0037 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
° o J0LENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
02-065-0024 
KRAUS BENNIEL 
2829 LIBERT* AVE 
OGDEN UT 84403 
04-028-0025 
SALER RAY J 
2W8 ADAMS AVE 
OGDEN UT 84403 
04-051-0004 
CRU2E LEANNJERI 
P 0 BOX 9864 
OGDEN UT 84401 
05-06Q-O058 
REIMAN MARCUS J 
3264 ADAMS AVE 
OGDEN UT 34403 
05-112-0051 
MORRIS H D 1/2 ETAL 
o MARIE MORRIS SMITH 
'.205 OGDEN AVE 
OGDEN UT 84401 
(36-006-0023 
RASMUSSEN ANNA MAE 
1533 26TH ST 
OGDEN UT 84401 
36-03^-0006 
RIVERDALE ASSOCIATES 
J o c RANK MCENULTY 
1561 LINCOLN BL^D #400 
SANTA MONICA CA 90404 
3b 183-O0Q1 
REStARCH PLANNING INC ET 
3 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0013 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0014 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0015 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 184-0001 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-184-0002 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-0003 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-0004 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
PO BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
11-020-0024 
BOYCE. EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
12-109-0005 
BOYCE. EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
14-009-0021 
FIET LAMAR L & WF 
MARIAN P RET 
3161 BRINKER AVE *4 
OGDEN UT 84403 
14-009-0022 
FIET LAMAR L & WF 
MARIAN P FIET 
465 S BLUFF ST #280 
ST GEORGE UT 84770 
15-010-oooa 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
*• JOLENE WOODLANO 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
15-055-0063 
STOCKS WILLIAM & WF 
JAN STOCKS 
1979 W 2200 S 
OGDEN UT 84401 
06-164-0005 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-0006 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 184-0007 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC E^AL 
p 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 8409< 
06-184-0008 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
D
 0 BOX 499 
SANDV UT 84091 
j 06 184-3009 
I RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
| PO BOX 499 
17-065-0009 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-004-0003 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-011-0017 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1^ 2 ETAL 
3o JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-014-0021 
BOYCE EVELYN P T2 ETAL 
"•o JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
I'O 
> n i L 
has been 
. \2 vcars 
'ides a re-
lors in her 
She even 
* design of 
f like our 
•oth of my 
it we can 
id "Some-
ne for each 
ipondcnt Di-
a message at 
.verff, Gary 
DSter, Kay 
Betty Wil-
Bob Wood, 
nd. 
scribe 
440© 
06 163-O00C 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 183-0004 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O B O X 499 
SANDY UT3409 
06-183-0005 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O B O X 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183 0006 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
PO BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 183-000" 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
bANDY UT840y1 
06-183-0008 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0009 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0010 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 183-0011 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 183 0012 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O B O X 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
| EVANS GRAIN AND ELEVATOR 
'PANY SOCIETAL 
SEARCH PLANNING INC 
f u BOX 499 
SANDY UT 34091 
06 184-0034 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
PO SOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 184-0035 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
07-015-0035 
SHADY LANE DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY INC 
1496 E 5600 CIRCLE #5 
OGDEN UT 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOOOLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016-0039 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 
LOIS P CONNELL 1/2 
1200 CHARLTON AVE 
SALT LAKE CrTY UT 84106 
19-016-0040 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016-0050 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 
LOIS P CONNELL 1/2 
ro JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
07-052-0010 
WASHINGTON HILLS 
INVESTMENT COMPANY 
-o DATA PROMPT iNC 
257 E 200 S SUITE 1500 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111 
07-059-0049 
VENSTRA ANGIEA 
5225 S 200 W 
OGDEN UT 84405 
08-063-0063 
MIKESELL LARRY B & WF 
OHELENE M MIKESELL 
5304 S 3400 W 
ROY UT 84067 
09-123-0040 
OSBORN CALVIN L 
2596 W 6000 S 
ROY UT 84067 
11-020-0023 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
°o JOLENE WOODLANO 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016-0051 1 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 1 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 1 
4130 SPRING GLEN 1 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 1 
22-0O8-0035 1 
SHUPE GERALD L I 
1373 36THST 1 
OGDEN UT 84403 1 
23-013-0224 1 
DIAMOND T GRA2ING 1 
ASSOCIATION INC 1 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD 1 
| OGDEN UT 84401 1 
1 2'S2 * s 13-99 1 
Call today to find out how 
| effective and affordable classified advertising can be. 
0 CLASSIFIEDS _. 
STANDARD-EXAMINER 
400 0 
Thursday May 27 1999 3E 
cancer 
Drobtate cancer as well 
Scientists at the Harvard 
Vtedical School and the Harvard 
School of Health evaluated the 
iiets of more than 50,000 health 
)rofessionalb over tour years 
rhey found that the men who ate 
he most fat were nearly twice as 
lkely to develop prostate cancer 
is were men who ate the least fat 
vlen who ate the most oeef, 
>acon, pork and lamb were 2 6 
lmes more likely to develop 
>rostate cancer than the men 
vho ate the least 
/Vhat to do 
First and foremost, have a 
elationship with a physician that 
deludes preventive care, 
Qcluding diet, and 
ecommendations based on your 
amily history 
When there is still debate 
bout an issue like this, it is not 
ossible to make hard and fast 
ecommendations 
Your decision should always 
e based upon the 
ecommendations of your 
hysician, who will take into 
ccount vour risk factors 
Steven B Bateman is the Chief 
xecume Officer at Columbia 
)gden Regional Medical Ceritet 
e of Nortrmdge High School 
1IUTARY REUNION 
Veterans of the 3rd, 34th 
5th, 45th, 85th, 88th. 91bt, 
2nd, 10th Mt 1st \ rmored Di-
sions and support groups, 5th 
rmy Veterans ot the 1943, '44 
id '45 Italian Campaign, will 
turn to Italv Aug 12-23 Con-
ct S\ Canton tor iraormation 
he :th \ rmv Association, 46^ 
lore Rd Ste "-? Long Beacn 
ew "Yor^ H ' o l or (516) 
C - J 0 2 2 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF 
WEBEH COUNTY TilX SALE 
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday June 9 1999 at 10 00 a m in the Weber 
County Commission Chambers (1st Floor of the Weber Center 2380 Washington 
Blvd ) I will otler 1or sale at public auctior and sell to the highest bidder tor cash 
under the provisions of section 59-2 1351 the following described real property 
located in the county and now delinquent and sub|ect to tax sale A bid for less than 
the total amount of taxes interest penalty and administrative costs which are a 
charge upon the real estate wrtl not be accepted NOTE Address listed is the 
mailing address and not necessarily the property address Plat maps showing 
property location may be seen at the Weber County Clerk/Auditor s Office iocated in 
the Weber Center In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act persons 
needirg auxiliar, services should call 399-3002 at least 24 hours prior to the 
auction IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and beal this 13th day 
of May 19S9 
LINDA G. LUNCEFORD 
Weber County Clerk/Auditor 
EROF 
01-006-0032 1 
THORNTON STEVE A ] 
122DOXEYST I 
OGOENUT 84401 I 
01-050-0009 1 
SKINNER UNDA | 
2765 S 4050 W 1 
OGOENUT 84401 9 
01-077-0016 j 
CHENEY ROBERT 3 j 
2114 E 75 S l 
LAYTON UT 84040 I 
01-07^-0017 I 
CHENEY ROBERT 8 I 
2114 E 75 S 
LAYTON UT 34040 
01-078-0018 j 
CHENEY ROBERT 8 j 
I 2114 E75S 
I LAYTON UT 84040 ] 
1 01-080-0001 I 
I CHENEY ROBERTS 
1 2114 E ' 5 S 
1 LAYTON UT 84040 
1 02-028-0024 
1 RIPPLNGER SONAH 
I "o BERNABE L PEREZ 
I 1029CAPTIOLST 
1 OGDEN U1" 54401 
I 
1 02-052^)037 
1 30YCE EVELYN P 1 2 ETAL 
1 %JOLENE WOODLAND 
I 4130 SPRING GLEN 
1 //EST VALLEY UT 84119 
1 
1 02-065-0024 
1 KRAUS 3ENNIEL 
1 2829 LIBERTY AVE 
1 OGDEN UT 34403 
3 
J 04-023-00.5 
| SALER RAY J 
1 "908 AOAMS AVE 
1 GDEN UT 54403 
4 0-1-051 •* 004 
1 <~RUZE ^.EANN „£RI 
I => C BOX Q664 
1 OGDEN U T O 4 4 0 1 
J )>-u<50-0053 
1 REIMAN MARCJb o 
1 264 AOAMS -VF 
06-183-0010 I 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL j 
P O BOX 499 j 
sANDYUT 84091 j 
C6 183-0011 I 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL J 
P O BOX 499 I 
SANOY UT 84C91 j 
06-1830012 j 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 1 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 133 0013 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 I 
SANDY UT 34091 
06 183-0014 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC E'AL \ 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-183 0015 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
bANOYUT 84091 
06-184-0001 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 SOX -99 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-184-0002 
I RESEARCH PLANNING INC E~AL 
PO BOX 499 
SAND <UT 84091 
06 184-0003 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ^ A L 
P O BOX 4Q9 
SANDY UT 34091 
| 06 84-0004 
1 RESEARCH PLANNING INC £""AL 
PC SOX 499 
j „AN0YUT 34091 
] i 
j ub 134-0005 
j aESEARC-* PLANNING IMC ~ ~ L 
1 P OBOX 99 
j oANOY UT d4091 
j LH> 184-vOOo 
PESEAHC -i - MINING NC * L 
i J 3 BOX ^ 9 
j SMNOY JT 34091 | 
11-020-0023 1 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 1 
% JOLENE A/OODLAND 1 
4130 SPRING GLEN 1 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 1 
11-020 0024 1 
30YCE EVE_YN P 1/2 ETAL | 
\ JOLENE WOODLAND | 
4130 SPRING GLEN I 
vVEST VALLEY UT 84119 3 
11 192 0014 | 
URBAN ESTATES MOBILE i 
SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNERS 1 
ASSOC 1 
% FIRST SECURITY 1 
10RTGAGECO 1 
2404 WASHINGTON BLVD 1 
jRDFLR 1 
OGDEN JT 84401 1 
11 194 0004 a 
BAUMAN S~E/EN & 1 
SUSANWARDLc 1 
1586 N MOUNTAIN RD 1 
OGDEN UT 84404 1 
1 
2 109-0005 j 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 1 
SwOLENE WOODLAND 1 
4130 SPRING GLEN I 
WEST VALLEY UT 94119 1 
--009-0021 1 
FIET i_AMAR L a </F J 
MARIAN PFIEX J 
"161 3RINKER AVE ^4 1 
OGDEN UTo4403 3 
J 
j i4-no9-o022 1 
] CIET LAMAR L i W F 1 
| MAhlAN P FIET | 
1 46a a 8LUFF 5*1" *280 1 
j ST GEORGE UT 34—0 j 
j Tl 
{ 1 j 15 010 0008 J 
j BOYCE VE_'N P n c rTA^ 1 
wOLCNE vcOOLANO J 
| ,1J0 SPRING GL-N 1 
j WEs" ALLEY UT 34119 3 
I 1 
1 
5 05>u0t>3 1 
oTCC-*S V I L ^ M M a fF 1 
\H OCKj 1 
V ° V -00 b j 
* OGDEN o-»01 j 
\ 165 O00Q j 
I BOYCE ^\t^N P 2 TTAL j 
OGOENUT 84401 
06-006-0023 
RASMUSSEN ANNA MAE 
1538 26THST 
OGDENUT 84401 
06-031-0006 j 
RIVERDALE ASSOCIATES 
°o FRANK MCENULTY 
1661 UNCOLN BLVD *400 
SANTA MONICA CA 90404 
06-183-0001 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
0&-183-0002 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0003 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0004 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
° 0 BOX 49° 
SANDY UT 84091 
| 06-183-0005 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
PO BOX 499 
| SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0006 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0007 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
PO BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL J
 4 1 3 0 SPR NG GLEN 
! V/EST VALLEY UT 84119 
06-183-0008 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0009 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84001 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-O0Q9 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 184-0010 
EVANS GRAIN AND ELEVATOR 
COMPANY 50 0°a ETAL ] 
°o RESEARCH-PLANNING INC 
P 0 BOX 499 • 
SANDY UT 84091 
06 184-0034 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
G6-184-0033 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
07-015-0035 
SHADY LANE DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY INC 
1496 E 5600 CIRCLED 
OGDEN UT 
07 052 0010 
WASHINGTON HILLS 
INVESTMENT COMPANY 
»o DATA PROMPT INC 
257 E 200 S SUITE 1500 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111 
07 059-0049 
VENSTRA ANGIE A 
5225 S 200 W 
OGDENUT 84405 
08 063-0063 
MIKESELL LARRY B & WF 
ORELENE M MIKESELL 
5304 S 3400 W 
ROY UT 84067 
09-123-0040 
OSBORN CALVIN L 
2596 W 6000 S 
ROY UT 84067 
1° 011-001? 
BOYCE E/ELYNP 1/2 ETAL 
".JOLENE WOODLAND 
\ 4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-014-0021 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1 "» ETAL 
JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 8411Q 
19-015-0006 
BOYCE EVFLYN P 1 2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WESTVALLEVU 34119 
19-016 0039 
BOYCE -VELYNP1 "> 
LOIS PCONNELL 1 2 
1200 CHARLTON AVE 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84106 
19-016 0040 
BOYCE EVELYN PI/2 ETAL 
°o JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 ^DRINT GLFN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-O1S-O050 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 
LOIS PCONNELL 1/2 
°o JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016 0051 
BOYCE EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
°o JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALuEY JT 84119 
22-008 0035 
SHUPE GERALDL 
1373 36THST 
OGDEN UT 84403 
23-013 0224 
DIAMOND T GRAZING 
ASSOCIATION INC 
2568 WASHINGTON SL/D 
OGDEN UT 84401 
There is a tremendous need for good families no 
care for Utah's abused and neglected children. 
You can help! Be a foster parent. 
CaUNaacyat859-KIBS 
termors information 

cru ise m o o n r o c , A 6 5 , Pi. 
:
 p w , a u t o . 4 5 K rr, i . c l ean , new 
t i res , 111,000 39V-36o2 eves 
'96 SaTurn S W : 
dual o v e r n e a d c a m , u w , a u -
IO. w a g o n , exce l i . cone. R e -
d u c e d . s 1 0 , 4 0 0 / b e s l o f f e r . 
M u s t sel l . 745-320? 
'95 S a t u r n SC2 Coupe , a l ley 
whee is . sun roo f , o r a , 4 0 K m i , 
$7900. Cal l 451-7020 
'94 S a t u r n SC2 ( 2 d r , b r o w n , 
s h a r p , low m : . exce l ; c o n d , 
S800C/offer 73--1835. 
p 05-112-0051 
b MORRIS, H D 
JO % MARIE MOI 
d 3205 OGDEN AVh 
1 OGDEN UT 84401 
* Bankruptcy 
Problems 
»Start Proqram" 
Wilson 
S STORE 
*a. &21-7I77 
i 4-Rmmerl 
l u r r y o n this one l 
$ 
e Dakota 
wo pkg, all the exlras! 
{ 06-006-0023 
\ RASMUSSEN. ANNA MAE 
I 1538 26THST 
j OGDEN UT 84401 
| 06-031-0006 
) RIVERDALE ASSOCIATES 
o FRANK MCENULTY 
j 1661 LINCOLN 8LVO #400 
I SANTA MONICA CA 90404 
i H 06-183-0001 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
| 06-183-0002 
j RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
I P 0 BOX 499 
J SANDY UT 84091 
J 06-183-0003 
j RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
I P 0 BOX 499 
| SANDY UT 84091 
j 06-183-0004 
! RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
I P 0 BOX 499 
J SANDY UT 84091 
106-183-0005 
I RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
l P 0 BOX 499 
j SANDY UT 84091 
106-183-0006 
j RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
j P 0 BOX 499 
\ SANDY UT 84091 
8 06-183-0007 
I RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
I P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0008 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0009 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
RESEARCH PLANNING INC. ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-0009 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT84091 
06-184-0010 
EVANS GRAIN AND ELEVATOR 
COMPANY 50.0% ETAL 
% RESEARCH-PLANNING INC 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-0034 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-184-0035 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
07-015-0035 
SHADY LANE DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY INC 
T496E 5600 CIRCLE #5 
OGDEN UT 
07-052-0010 
WASHINGTON HILLS 
INVESTMENT COMPANY 
% DATA PROMPT INC 
257 E 200 S SUITE 1500 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111 
07-059-0049 
VENSTRA, ANGIE A 
5225S200W 
OGDEN UT 84405 
08-063-0063 
MIKESELL, LARRY B & WF 
ORELENE M MIKESELL 
5304S3400W 
ROY UT 84067 
09-123-0040 
OSBORN. CALVIN L 
2596 W 6000 S 
ROY UT 84067 
11-020-0023 
30YCE. EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
4130 SPRING GLEM 
WEST VALLEV T 84119 
19-011-0017 
BOYCE. EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-014-0021 
BOYCE, EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-015-0006 
BOYCE, EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016-0039 
BOYCE, EVELYN P 1/2 
LOIS PCONNELL 1/2 
1200 CHARLTON AVE 
SALT LAKE CfTY UT 84106 
19-016-0040 
BOYCE, EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
%JOLENEWOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016-0050 
BOYCE, EVELYN P 1/2 
LOIS P CONNELL 1/2 
X JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
19-016-0051 
BOYCE, EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
22-008-0035 
SHUPE, GERALD L 
1373 36THST 
OGDEN UT 84403 
23-013-0224 
DIAMOND T GRAZING 
ASSOCIATION INC 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD 
OGDEN UT 84401 
23-03*0020 
WARNER, SHERRY CLARY 
868 25TH ST 
OGDEN UT 64401 
^ ~ ' « ^ j v ^ i 
UTAH'S KIDS 
There is a tremendous need for good families to 
care for Utah's abused and neglected children. 
You can help! 3e a foster parent. 
Can Nancy at 859-KDS 
rr^° So Prvbiem 
i m a. m_ a~ 
mors nnormauon 063 
&3 a m\ 
Thur
~"*^y, May 13,1999 3E 
l S a E £ S * a ^ j n T C f l £ f l R a a ^ ^ 
'•K Ca-e. Constopher Gamble. Adam Garaa. Jeff Gard-
zr. F i d Gardner. Racnel Garrett. Brent Gertich. Kimbeny 
;!es. Pnscila Gcrcalez. Christian Hancock. Sise Hansen. 
arolr.-i3 Harris, josr.ua Howard. Undsay Hcyt. Knsten 
;nsen. Wendy Jensen. Holly Jepcson. Canssa Jesscc. 
ons Johrsen. Blake Johnson, Karhenne Kircn. Ama/a 
sckier, Mictielie K/epp. Brandon Kuhn. Angela Larose. 
eatr.er Lee. Skylar Ughthail. Cam;lle Maasen. Jennaer 
ansall. Jacauenne Martinez. Jessica. Maycock. Amanda 
ctcaif. ArrVcar Morgan. Micnete-Morris. Bryan Momscn, 
•y'.cr wlcser. Ryan Munson. Kesha Oiivas. Nicae O'.scn. 
niiee Parsons. Ashlee Penrcd. Michael Petersen. Garrett 
•?r3on. Wade Pilcher. Matthew -r.ca, Dsvan Procert Tim 
<;rr.ond. Luke Rosens. Stacey Rcpeiato. 3<il Rusn. Lee 
iw!ey. Jannrfer Scnarter. Bo Tucker Shuce. Anthony Si-
on. Siacev Sjociom. Lindsay Smith. Heaihef Ste'/vart. 
inva Stckes. Brandon Story. Chnstopner Tar.nc-r. Metan-
Tnjssei. Brancon Vaughn, Micneile Vazquez. Meianie 
"cent. Bnan Wanlen. Undsey Ware. Stephen Waymem. 
leisea Wheeler Amber White. Mattnew White. . Sranccn 
n
.rtesices. Tma Wiicman, Jorcan Williams. Lear. Winter, 
tny Wccafield. 
• 12TH GRADE 
ghest Honor Roll: Bnttany Ahterrom, Josie Al'en. Timo 
-• Anger Nathan Baiowin. Ranci 3erry. CrystaJ Bcstwick. 
ich Bott. Micneile Bruce. Martnew 5uncn. Cana Gall-
ic. Kasae. Campbell. Amber Chatelan. Acnl Chud. Lcuis 
;ld. Clay Chnstensen. Kirk Chugg, Crystal Cough. Nicrv 
s Conwell. Carr.eron Coombs. Nscr.ci Cccney, Glace 
x. iVIelissa Cragun. Michael Dahle. Charles Cavis. Mi-
2el Doman. Usa Edwaras, Jenny Eickscn. Shannon 
rear. Amy Gamtsen. •SraCen Gibson. Daniel Giilins. Erv 
Gilmore. Craig Goodliffe, Laura Hadley, Rebecca Had-
. Katr.enne Hale. Reed Hall. Westcn Hardy. Jessica 
ranan. Matthew Hasenvager. Sarah HeaJy. Chac Heitz. 
. 'an hill. Elanor Hinchciiff. Kimbeny Hoiiiday, Lao Hor-
30i. Heather Humcherys. Bndget Jensen. Cassie Jen-
v Kate Jensen. Kami Keiiey. Jenna Kelley. Cass;cy 
ghi. Chnsrjna Larsen. Knstin Larsen. Tia Lee. Janiel Ur> 
/. Racnel Low, Nicole Marsh. Jana Martinez. Joshua 
son. Slaire Mattson. Mikaela McCubbm. Mark McEnnre. 
r.ercn McFarlane. Jeffrey Meaders. Hcily Miller. Amy 
;on. Aifonse Nordmann. Lacie Overman.- Kylee PicketL 
di Plowman. Brett Reed. Sean flhees. Katrry Richards. 
Derr RoDins. Micah Rodenbcugh. Amanda Roper, 
imas Roylance. Josnua Ruple. Hajlee Sanders. Kanee 
imcns, Enn Skeen. Kaiftie Siace. Amanda Scnnkei. 
g Stuart Knstin "ayior. Jennifer Templeton. Austn Tra-
Tasna Wadman. Natalie Williams. Natalie Wiison. 
irher Wcilschieger. Kami Zundel. 
h Honor Roil: Dana Allred. Nicole Andersen 3nen 
• down. Allison Astcn. Am<inda Saner, Miguel Bangert 
iy Bateman. Dustin Becxstrcm. James Brngrsm. Kns-
Bngnt. Lance Srockbrader. Blake Bronson. Gee ft 
:ks. Michelle auckmasier. Heidi Buhhey. Tyler Bu-
ll, ..ared Cass.?/. Dana Chapman, Lane Chnstensen. 
: Chnstensen. Jcnathcn ClarK.Jcsr.ua Combe. Kalie 
Gen Oavis. Camel Dickson. Thomas Doxey. Oanieile 
•arcs. Err.iiy Enckscn. Isaac Encxscn. Andrea Evans. 
Rl Evans. Anan Eoster. Micnael Gomcert. Jayivrr. 
Id. Tanya Haverson. Kristin Hams. Jessica Ha/vr-an. 
: Hedges. Anqe Heflstrom. Lame Hicks. Lsa Hum-
•/s. Car.ieiie Hunt. Micquel Jac*scn. Hoiiy Jacccscn. 
n janKe. Amber jennms. Casey jenes. Misty Jcr.es. 
i King, Kirk Lamport. Mauree Lewis. Antoinette Man-
•q. Trfany McCann. Anq:e McCocom. Bret .V.inmg. 
i Navior. Chnstina ^Jee•ev. Srvce Olsen. Joru C'scn. 
. Ccsr/en Tray ^arKer. Katr.^/n Pauison. Menssa 
,e. Cam;l!e -ike. \icrc-i pope. Sara P^ce. p=ui -.-
. Mar/iynne Roviance. Kimceny Pusseil. Phihp Sauva-
:. Vaughn Schcw Micneiie Sha-w. Anne Shecrerc. 
:env Shumway. Mao Shuce. Tvson Shupe MikKi 
Sm.tn Sean Smrsi Tre*/or Scencer. Er.k Steeie Aly-
:
.:zc-~.v. Emuy "acgart. 'Kanssa "ayior. Tamara Thcm-
r.=c.an 'cwsiev William ~<eao'.vav j C S n u a •'an 
r Acranna van viiet -cssi Venacie. Nat-vm .Vacs. 
;n Waniauist. Will Watson. KJmcenev Wheeier C.>s-
^ers. Ancrew Wngrrt. Rvan vosniaa 
ir Rcil: ^ess;ca Ar.cerson """yier Ancarscn. Je^rrrer 
Ryan 3an<er. j iura Sanr.cicmew. Robert BerretL 
Be^r.e. Steranie Erunern. Ham Byiunc. .Aarcn Cam-
Meiane Chambers. Sopnarctn Chea. ;"hnstna C;.f-
j*z:~n Coneage. Erica Com/. Kemee Cra.g. 
ca >3."3T.nev. Manivn Crawrcrc. _;aime Crezee. ^r~r\ 
:-K. Sieven Curts. Sraoiey Cavis. "nomas dekson. 
OrZc.-zef. jennv Sunniev. Came Eiwell. St^en =er-
•. ,'.ivssa F-eming. Kvie Prancs. Vkr.ona Froerer. ~rov 
•.. "'ever Greenwoc-d. ^ames Gnmmen. Devon -an. 
--s ico. Bre Ann -ewrtt. Russell Hill, AJeece -orf-
,-:snua -oiorcck. Enc .-icusiev. E^yan '-OWKK. -n-
-••;.T:. - CX3PCM verscn. Sreonanie ..ensen ^eiiv 
•~:r. ._-e ^r.rr.scn ,etemian ..ones. Corv _cres. 
e .;:•-?. "-im-ie ^p-m. .er.nv '_3rsen C^rre _::-
•-• -•-•• '.-'.^ s-r- "--7-c:-: " i c^ .c " jare j ^-z:'zz~-
--~rr, -.'.orr.s - . j pu v ".'.oves. ,on.-> NICKC. -'e-.v 
• ?•' ::^C5. i-er. : : " o ^ ^ _sa ::^.c. '.'a.-v •"--.". 
•?r± :---Siiie 
PUBLIC I©TICE m 
WEBEE COOiiTY TAX SALE 
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday, June 9, 1999 at 10:00 a.m. in the Webei 
County Commission Chambers (1st Floor of the Weber Center, 2380 Washington 
Blvd.), I will offer for sale at public auction and sell to the highest bidder for cash 
under the provisions of section 59-2-1351.1, the following described real property 
located in the county and now delinquent and subject to tax sale. A bid for less thj 
i the total amount of taxes, interest, penalty, and administrative costs which are a 
' charge upon the real estate will not be accepted. NOTE: Address listed is the 
maiiing address and not necessarily the property address. Plat maps showing 
property location may be seen at the Weber County Clerk/Auditor's Office located 
the Weber Center. In ccmplianca with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons 
needing auxiliary services should call 399-3002 at least 24 hours prior to the 
auction. IN WITMESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 13th da 
| of May, 1999. 
LINDA G.LUNCEFCRD 
Weber County Clerk/Auditor 
01-006-0032 
THORNTON, STEVE A 
122 DOXEY ST 
OGOEN UT 84401 
01-019-0003 
STEIK. ADRIAN 
166 25THST 
OGDEN UT 84401 
01-042-0003 
DOMiNGUEZ ORALIE M 
2169 LINCOLN AVE 
OGDEN UT 84401 
01-045-0012 
DIPOMA. MARY ANNE LUCERO 
14352 SOUTH SHAGGY MTN RD 
HERRIMAN UT S4065 
01-050^009 
SKINNER. LINDA 
2765 S 4050 W 
OGDEN UT 84401 
01-057-0027 
CRITES. 3HERLENE 
"29 6 25TH ST 
OGDEN UT 34401 
01-077-0016 
CHENEY. ROBERT 3 
2114 E 753 
LAYTQN UT 34040 
01-077-0017 
CHENEY. ROBERTS 
J114E75S 
LAYTGN UT 34040 
01-075-0013 
CHENEY. ROBERT 3 
2114 E75 S 
;
-AYTON UT 34040 
Q1-08G-0001 
% CHENEV. ROBERTS 
I 2114 E ^5S 
LAYTONUT 34040 
•:2-025-G024 
= ;PPL;NGER. NONA H 
^ EERNABE ;_ PEREZ 
•029CAPTJOL3T 
OGDEN UT 34401 
'.2-052-:037 
?CYCE. iVELY' l P ' 2 5 ' 
~OLSNE WOODLAND 
- l " 0 SPniNG GLEN 
VEST VALLEY UT34113 
06-183-0011 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
? 0 BOX-199 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-1834)012 i 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL ' 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0013 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0014 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
PO BGX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
06-183-0015 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 84091 
P O BOX 499 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-184-0002 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O BOX J99 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-IS4-0003 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P 0 130X ^99 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-134-0004 
RESEARCH-PLANNING iNC ETAL 
^ O ECX -199 
SANDY UT 34091 
06-134-0005 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
P O E O X 499 
5AN0Y UT 34091 
Go-'W-OOCS 
RESEARCH-PLANNING INC ETAL 
•
:
 O BOX -99 
SANOY CT -U091 
11-194-0004 
BAUMAN. STEVEN 4 
SUSAN WARDLE 
T586 N MOUNTAIN RD 
OGDEN UT 34404 
12-109-0005 
80YCE. EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
WEST VALLEY UT 84119 
14-009-0021 
FIET. LAMAR L & WF 
MARIAN P FIET 
3161 BRINKER AVE ^4 
OGDEN UT 34403 
14-009-0022 
FIET. LAMAR L & WF 
MARIAN P FIET 
465 S BLUFF ST #280 
ST GEORGE UT 34770 
14-012-0007 
BELCHER'S INC 
2734 W RASMUSSE.N RD 
PARK CITY UT 34060 
14-012-0053 
3ELCHER-S INC 
2724 YV RASMUSSENRD 
PARKCrrYUT8406Q 
14-021-0001 
5TANBRIDGE. R LEE 
"o MARCELINO A GOMEZ 
759 W 24TH ST 
OGDEN UT 34401 
15-001-0032 
HILL. DAVID T 
I 699 N ANGEL 
LAYTON UT 34041 
•5-010-0003 
30YCE. EVELYN P 1/2 ETAL 
% JOLENE WOODLAND 
4130 SPRING GLEN 
'.VEST VALLEY UT 34119 
: 5-055-OC&3 
STOCKS. WILLIAM \ '.VF 
.AN STOCKS 
'.979 W 22GOS 
CGDEN u r 34401 
:5-'-54^:C7 
-ESEARCH-PLANNING iNC 
^ANCV CT v4091 
• »*)-? 34-O0O8 ^ ^ 
—
1
-< •s-.-73-ocr 
i . A D A \ 1 S . CiAfJE ' 
j ^222 '.V 25E0 S 
A W ^ l UT 3440 
f i ^ j ^ i f c x a i ^ ^ T n i f t ^ t p g y ? ™ * ? ^ ^ 
-•- Cr-:s. Chnstopher Gamble. Adam Garcia. Jeff Garr> 
or. Paul Gardner. Rachel Garrett. Brent Gertich. Kimborty 
•;les. P^scita Go'rraJez: Chnstian'Hancock. Elioe Hansen, 
aroiee Hams, josnua Hcward Lrnasay Hoyt. Knsten 
:nsen. Wenrjy. Jensan, Holly Jeppson. Canssa ^esscp. 
'ins Jchnsen. Blake Johnson. Kainenne Kirch. Ama/a 
ockier. Michelle Krepp. Brandon Kuhn. Angela Larosa. 
ea'-r.er Lse. S'*ylar Ughthajl. CamiHe Madsen, Jennifer 
anscli. Jacaueiine Maronsz. Jessica Maycock. .Amanda 
€.-tcarf. Ameer Morgan, Micheie .Moms. Bryan Mcmson. 
;yicr .Mcser. Ryan Munson. Kesha Olrvas, Nicole Olson, 
ruiee ParsGns. Ashlee Fer.rod. Michael Petersen, Garrett 
Arson. Wace Pilcher. Matthew Pnce. Devan Probert Tim 
•<!rrcnd. Luke Roberts. Stacey Ropeiato. Bill Rush. Lee 
;\vey Jennifer Schaffer. So Tucker Shupe. Anthony Si-
zo,. Slacey Sjobiom. Lindsay Smith. Heather Stewart, 
inva Stokes. Sranccn Stcr/. Chnsrcpner Tanner. Melan-
Tnjssei. Brandon Vaugnn. Michelle Vazquez. Meianie 
'car.'.. 3nan Wanlen. Lindsey Ware. Stephen Wayment, 
islsea vVhee'er. Amter White. Matthew White . Brandon 
"
,
.::es!G=s. Tina Wildman. Jordan Williams. Leah Winter. 
tnv Woocneid. 
12TH GRADE 
ghest Honor Roll: Bnttany Ahtstrom. Josie AJIen, Timo 
- -near Nathan Baldwin. Pandi Berry. C."ystaJ Bostwick. 
::n 5cn. Micneile Sruce, Matthew Burton. Carta Cah-
•c. Kasse Camoceil. Amber Chateiain. Aonl Child. Louis 
id. Ciay Chnstensen. Kirk Chugg. Crystal Ciough. Nich-
s Conweil. Cameron -Coombs. Nichci Cooney, Giaoe 
x Melissa Cragun. Michael Dahie. Chanes Davis. Mt-
59I Daman. Lisa Edwaras. Jenny Enckson. Shannon 
rr.er, Amy Gerntsen. -Braden Gibson. Oaniel Giilins. En-
Gtlmore. Craig Goooliffe. Laura Hadley. Rebecca Had-
. Katnenne Haie. fleed Hall. Weston Hardy. Jessica 
rman. Matthew Hasenyager.- Sarah Heaiy. Chad Heitz, 
an' Hill. Elanor Hincncirff. KJmbeny Hoiliday, Laa Hor-
x)i. Heather Humpnerys. Bndget ar isen. Cassie Jen-
\ Kate Jensen. Kami Kelley. Jenna Kelley. Cassidy' 
gnt. Chnsona i_arsen. Knstin Larsen. Tia Lee. Janiel Lrn-
/. Racnel Low. Nicole Marsh. Jana Martinez. Joshua 
sen. Blaire Mattson. Mikaeia McCucbsn. Mark Mccntire. 
T:ercn McFartane. Jeffrey Meaders. Hoily Miller. Amy 
:on. Alfonse Nordmann. Lacie Overman. Kylee Pickett 
di Plowman, Brett Reed. Sean Rhees. Katny Richards. 
:~rt Robins. Mican Rodenbough. Amanda Roper, 
:rnas P.oylance. Joshua Ruple. Hallee Sanders. Karlee 
lrnons. Erin Skeen. Kaihie Slade. Amanda Spnnkel. 
y Stuart Knstin Taylor; Jennrfer Tempieton, Austin Tra-
Tasha Wadman. Natalie Williams, Natalie Wilson. 
+ner Woitschieger. Kami Zundel. 
h Honor Roil: Dana AJIred. Nicole Anderson. Brian 
cewn. Allison Astcn. Amanda Baker. Miguel Sangert, 
jy Bateman. Dustin Beckstrom. James Bingham. Kns-
Bnght. Lance Brockbrader. Blaxe Bronson. Geoff 
;KS. Michelle Buckmaster. Heidi Buhriey. Tyler Su-
it. Jarec Cassity. Dana Chapman, ume Chnstensen. 
: Chnstensen, Jonathon Clarx.Jcsnua Combe. Kalie 
Gen Davis. Daniel Dickson. Thomas Doxey. Danielle 
drcs. Emiiy Enckson. Isaac EricKscn. Andrea Evans, 
•el Evans. Anali Foster. Micnaei Gompert. Jaylynn 
!d. Tanya Haiverson. Knstin Hams. Jessica Hanman. 
: Hedges. Ange Hellstrcm. Lame Hicks. Lisa Hum-
ys. Danielle Hunt. Mioquel Jackson. Holly Jaccbson. 
n oanKe. Amber .Jenkins. Casey ocnes. Mis?/ Jor.es. 
i King, Kirx Lamcerr. Mauree Lewis. Antoinette Man-
"d. "^ffany McCann. Angie McCoooin. Bret Mmnig. 
< Navior. Chnstina Neeiey. Bryce Olsen. Jam Clscn, 
. Gostyen Trey Parker. Katnryn Paulson. Melissa 
:=. 'Dam.iie Pike. Nicnc! Poze. Sara Pnce. Paul Rt-
•Mafyiynne Royiance. Kimbedy Pussal. Philip Sauva-
: Vaughn Schow. Michelle Shaw Anne Shepherd. 
:env Shumwav. MarK Shupe. Tyson Shupe. MikKi 
Srr.iTT!. Sean Smith. Trevor Soencar. Enk Steeie. Aiy-
Lrcrey. Emiiy Taggan. Kanssa Tavtcr. Tamara Thom-
fj-qan Towslev. William Treaowav. Josnua Van 
am. Aoranna Van Vliet. ^essi Venabie. Matron ^Vaae. 
:n -VanlGuist. '-Viil Warscn. Kjmoeney Wheeier. Crys-
.^rers. Anore-v Wngrrt. Ryan vosh'da 
M- Roll: ;essica Ancerson """yler .Ancerscn. Jer.r^er 
Avan Bai-ver. '_aura 'Bannciomew. Rccert Bennett. 
Eeruce. Sterame BiXinem. Ham Bviund. .Aaron Cam-
Meiarne Chambers. Socnarom Chea. Chnstina Gif-
jadnen Cciledga. Enca Com/. Kamee C-'aig, 
-r!e C.sr.nev. Mantyn C.-awrord. ^aime Crezee. ^ron 
.e. Steven Curtis. Braaiey Dav/is. Tiomas Dickscn. 
Dreacer ..ennv Durklev. Came Swell. Sts /^en P-rr-
.'•iyssa ^eming. Kyie rf ar.es. Viccna Eroerer. Troy 
""
r?vcr Greenwood, james Grimmett. Devon Hail, 
-esioo. 5re Ann -ewitt. Pussetl Hill. AJeece Horf-
isnua rcibrcoK. zr.c Hcus'.ev. Bryan Howick. .An-
-".rr:. Alexandra verson. Steoname jer.sen. Kelly 
•-n. '—Ae -cmscn :eiemian
 wcnes. Corv .ones, 
e c-^ r-3. Cam-He :_i>m. „zr\nv .a^sen. Came o f -
~~.r.: •Ma~osi<ev. .eo Malmcerq. S-e'vamm Marcn ~*-
'/•".-o.'i. 'I:-:' Master?. Marcv Mavne'.d t-nrtrey 
•-- -n-.- '/<o<SBr z'3.mcK ' lonscn ^<ired Monrrjcm-
:•-'••• '/or.-.s. -'-sr'.ev "--oves. .c-^r. -JICKO - r ' :v 
r, . "-sn-ja .timcn. -rancon Stociom '^crz-as 
.'••srv Soarvs. J.a.r.? ^oencer Cameron S ^ r -
•}cen--;jcve -'.. .-non -lan^ii "T-.-IS S;aor--ns. 
PUBLIC NOTICE m 
¥WEBEH COOHTY TAX S^LE 
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday, June 9, 1999 at 10:00 a.m. in the Weber 
County Commission Chambers (1st Floor of the Weber Center, 2380 Washington 
Blvd.), I wil l offer for sale at public auction and sell to the highest bidder for cash 
under the provisions of section 59-2-1351.1, the fol lowing described real property 
located in the county and now delinquent and subject to tax sale. A bid for less than 
the total amount of taxes, interest, penalty, and administrative costs which are a 
charge upon the real estate wil l not be accepted. NOTE: Address listed is the 
mailing address and not necessarily the property address. Plat maps showing 
property location may be seen at the Weber County Clerk/Auditor's Office located in 
the Weber Center. In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons 
needing auxiliary services should cai! 399-3002 at least 24 hours prior to the 
auction. iN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 13th day 
of May. 1999. 
LINDA G. LUNCEFORD 
Weber County Clerk/Auditor 
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EXHIBIT "C 
(T.1 
Business Entity Search Page 1 of2 
Utah 
eov State Online Services Agency List 
1
 F£^f' 
Search Utah.gov $0; 
^ t y search 
Name 
DIAMOND T DEVELOPMENTS, INC 
Utah Department of 
Commerce 
Type 
Corporation 
City 
HUNTSVILLE UTAH 
Business Name: DIAMOND T DEVELOPMENTS, INC 
Entity Number: 626497-0142 
Registration Date: 5/17/1972 
State of Origin: UT 
Address 
STAR RT #148 
HUNTSVILLE UTAH 84404 
Status 
Status: Expired 
Status Description: Invol. Diss /No Renewal 
This Status Date:3/31/1979 
Last Renewed: 
License Type: Corporation - Domestic - Profit 
Delinquent Date: 3/31/1979 
(Note: If your renewal is not receiyed within 60 days of 
delinquency date your filing will expire.) 
Registered Agent 
Registered Agent: THOMAS J NASS VP 
Address Line 1 :STAR RT #148 
Address Line 2: 
City:HUNTSVILLE 
State:UT 
Zip:84404 
Additional Information 
SIC Title: 
Stock Class 1 Amount: 
Stock Class 2 Amount: 
9998-CONVERTED RECORD-NO SIC 
0000000000 
0000000000 
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* Note: This application requires Adobe Acrobat Reader. However, it is not compatible with Adobe 5 
http://www.utah.gov/serv/bes?id=13370&action=details 10/14/2002 
Business Entity Search Page 2 of 2 
have Adobe 5.0, please click here to download the Adobe 5.05 patch. 
Select the Principals button tc 
information on the principal 
individuals associated with th 
You will be assessed $1.00 fo 
information. 
,fflnapajl$p 
Cancel | < Do Ano 
Department of Commerce Home | Division of Corporations Home | Contact Us 
Utah gov Home | Utah gov Terms of Use | Utah gov Privacy Pohcy | Utah gov Accessibility Policy 
Copynght © 2001 State of Utah - All rights reserved 
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CL;:;:DB!STH!CT COURT 
MARK E. ARNOLD, Bar No. 3758 
ARNOLD & WIGGINS, P.C. 
AMERICAN PLAZA II, SUITE 105 
57 WEST 200 SOUTH 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone (801) 328-4333 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS, INC, ] 
Plaintiff, ; 
v. ] 
DAVID R. BROWN, CHAD STOKES ; 
and CHRIS LOOCK ; 
Defendants. ] 
) Case No. 020908133 
) Judge: Parley R. Baldwin 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendants, David R. Brown, Chad Stokes and Chris Loock, by and 
through counsel, Mark E. Arnold, of and for Arnold & Wiggins, P.C, and respectfully submit the 
following Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition to the Plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
ORIGINAL 
0?3 
INTRODUCTION 
The Plaintiff Corporation is disputing the sale of a parcel of property located in Weber 
County. The parcel was sold by the County pursuant to a tax sale. The Defendants purchased the 
parcel at the tax sale in 1999. The Plaintiff dispute the validity of the tax sale because it alleges 
that it should have been given notice by the County of the tax sale as one having an interest in the 
real property. The Defendants argue: 
1. That the Plaintiff has only a contractual right and not a real property right in the 
parcel. That this is evidenced through a careful reading of the contract which purports to convey 
an interest sometime in the future. 
2. That the Plaintiff lacks standing to challenge the tax sale because it was dissolved 
in 1979. 
3. That there remain genuine issues of material fact and summary judgment would be 
inappropriate at this stage of the litigation. 
4. That summary judgment should not be granted because no discovery has been 
conducted so as to determine the facts supporting either the Plaintiffs allegations or the 
Defendants' defenses. 
STATEMENT OF DISPUTED FACTS 
Defendants hereby dispute the following "facts" even though the Plaintiff has not alleged 
any undisputed facts. 
1. Specifically that the Plaintiff is the record holder of an "interest" in real property 
2 
(P9 
pursuant to a real estate contract, recorded with the County Recorder's office. Defendants' answer 
fll, 2, 11 & 12; denying that the Plaintiff is the holder of an interest in the property purchased by 
Defendants; Quit Claim Deed from Sourdough Wilderness Ranch, Inc. as Grantor conveying to 
Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc. Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment, Exhibit B. 
2. Specifically that the Plaintiff is corporation organized and existing under the laws 
of the state of Utah. Defendants' answer f 1; Business Entity Search printout from the Department 
of Commerce, Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, Exhibit C. 
3. Specifically that the tax sale to the Defendants was invalid. Defendants' 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment, Exhibit A. (statement from the Weber County Recorder); Defendants' answer ^ 12 & 
13, denying that the tax sale was invalid. 
4. Specifically that the Plaintiff was not aware of the tax sale. Defendants' answer f^ 
9 denying that Plaintiffs were not aware of the tax sale; Plaintiffs complaint, Exhibit A (real 
estate purchase contract); Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Exhibit A (real estate 
purchase contract), Plaintiffs notice of interest recorded after the tax sale; Diamond T Grazing 
Association, Inc.'s notice of interest recorded after the tax sale, and Defendants' Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment, Exhibit B. 
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&R's). All of which establish that Diamond T 
Grazing as owner and Plaintiff shared officers and directors and were nothing more than the alter 
3 
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ego of each other. l 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
5. The Plaintiff was a corporation registered under the laws of the State of Utah, but 
was subsequently involuntarily dissolved in 1979. 
6. That the original owner of the property, Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc. was 
a corporation registered under the laws of the State of Utah, but was involuntarily dissolved in 
December 31, 1982. 
7. That Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc. failed to pay taxes on a parcel of 
property which the Defendants purchased at a tax sale in 1999. 
8. That Weber County attempted by mail to give Diamond T. Grazing notice of the 
tax sale, but the notice was returned as non deliverable to address listed on the records of the Utah 
1
 Each Corporation shared officers and directors as indicated by various documents. A 
short summary of the commingled officers, etc. is as follows: 
Thomas J. Nass signed: 
1. Real Estate Contract as President of Diamond T. Grazing in 1972. 
2. As agent for service of process for Diamond T. Developments in 1979. 
3. The recorded notice of interest as President of Diamond T Grazing in 1999. 
4. The CC&R's as President of Diamond T Grazing in 1972. 
Thomas Connelly signed: 
1. Real Estate Contract as Secretary of Diamond T. Grazing in 1972. 
2. Real Estate Contract as President of Diamond T. Developments in 1972. 
3. The notice of interest as President of Diamond T. Developments in 1999. 
4. The CC&R's as Secretary of Diamond T. Grazing in 1972. 
4 
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Department of Commerce. 
9. That Weber County by way of publication lawfully gave notice of the pending tax 
sale to any and all interested parties. 
10. That the contract under which the Plaintiff claims an interest in the Defendants' 
property does not list either a street address or mailing address of Plaintiff for purposes of 
receiving notice. 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
1. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE GRANTED 
ONLY WHEN THE MATERIAL FACTS IN A CASE ARE NOT IN 
DISPUTE AND THE MOVING PARTY IS ENTITLED TO 
JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW. 
Motions for summary judgment should only be granted when the material facts in 
a case are not in dispute and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Utah R. 
Civ. P. 56(c). 
Regarding such motions, the Utah Supreme Court stated: 
Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, depositions, answers to 
interrogatories, admissions, and affidavits show that there is no genuine issue of 
fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Jensen v. 
Mountain States Tele. & Tele. Co., 611 P.2d 363 (Utah, 1980). 
There are genuine issues of fact in this case that would prevent the Court, as a matter of 
law, from granting Plaintiffs the relief requested herein. 
5 
2. SUMMARY JUDGEMENT SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED IF 
DISCOVERY IS INCOMPLETE. 
Because information sought through discovery serves to create issues of genuine material 
fact, the granting by a court of a motion for summary judgement, when discovery is incomplete, is 
inappropriate. Downtown Athletic Club v. Horman, 740 P.2d 275 (Utah Ct. App.), cert, denied, 
765 P.2d 1277 (1987). 
In this particular instance, neither of the parties has completed any discovery and there 
remain may disputed facts which can be resolved through both interrogatories and depositions. 
Given this, a summary judgment motion would be very premature and unjustified. 
3. PLAINTIFF'S REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT DOES NOT 
CONSTITUTE AN INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY SO AS TO ENTITLE 
IT TO NOTICE OF A TAX SALE. 
The Plaintiffs argument is simply that because the contract between it and Diamond T 
Grazing Association, Inc. was recorded with the County, it was entitled to notice prior to any tax 
sale. That is not the case. By statute, those parties entitled to notice are restricted to owners, 
occupants or other interests which are recorded. U.C.A. Sec 59-2-135 l(2)(a). 
In this case, the Plaintiffs rights in the property is only contractual and are not an actual 
interest in the property. Whether or not the Plaintiffs interest is an interest in land or a 
contractual right is determined by the contract itself. Atlas Corp. v. Clovis National Bank, 737 
P.2d 225, 231 (Utah 1987). This court is required to focus on the document so as to determine the 
6 
nature of the interest and the rights of the parties. The focus is to determine whether or not the 
contract identifies the grantor, the grantee and the interest granted. Russell v. Thomas, 999 P.2d 
1244, 1247 (Utah App. 2000). 
The Plaintiffs Real Estate Purchase Contract is really nothing more than a promise to 
convey land in the sometime in the future and does not constitute an interest in the property. 
Russell v. Thomas, 999 P.2d 1244,1248 (Utah App. 2000). Specifically, the Plaintiffs Contract 
provides in several places that Plaintiff, as Buyer, had to perform to a certain level or the Seller 
could terminate the contract and not convey the property to the Plaintiff. In this respect, this case 
is very similar to Russell v. Thomas in that the supposed conveyance is nothing more that a 
promise to convey sometime in the future and therefore does not constitute an interest in the 
property. Russell v. Thomas, 999 P.2d 1244, 1248 (Utah App. 2000). 
In pertinent part the contract provides: 
1. Buyer is hereby granted. . . rights to purchase all of said property described hereafter 
and these rights will continue for so long as Buyer [Plaintiff] diligently proceeds to 
develop and sell the property. See, "Real Estate Contract" ^ 2, Defendants' Exhibit C, 
and Plaintiffs Exhibit A. 
2. Seller can terminate this option prematurely by written notice if it is not satisfied with 
Buyer's [Plaintiffs] performance on parcels A, B, and C. See, "Real Estate Contract" 
K 2(D), Defendants' Exhibit C, and Plaintiffs Exhibit A. 
3. As long as Buyer [Plaintiff] is actively working on these projects it shall be given the right 
034 
to continue . . . . See, "Real Estate Contract" f 6, Defendants' Exhibit C, and Plaintiffs 
Exhibit A. 
4. Should Seller determine that Buyer [Plaintiff] for any 2 month period is not devoting its 
best effort to the development and sale of parcels A, B and C then after 1 months [sic] 
written notice to Buyer [Plaintiff] and the Seller may terminate this contract.... See, 
"Real Estate Contract" 1J 7(A), Defendants' Exhibit C, and Plaintiffs Exhibit A. 
5. If it becomes apparent to Seller that Buyer [Plaintiff] (for any reason not caused by Seller) 
will not be able to perform and make sales sufficient to pay the obligations against the 
property then Seller may terminate this contract.... See, "Real Estate Contract" f 7(B), 
Defendants' Exhibit C, and Plaintiffs Exhibit A. 
6. In case of default by Buyer [Plaintiff] then any improvements, plans, programs and 
contracts which it holds will become the property of Sellers. See, "Real Estate Contract" 
K 8 , Defendants' Exhibit C, and Plaintiffs Exhibit A. 
Each one of the above terms clearly indicate that the any claim held by the Plaintiff in the 
property was only contractual and any interest in the property could have only been obtained by 
the Plaintiff after satisfactory performance. Of further note, is the assumption that the above 
conveyances never occurred because no deed or deeds from Diamond T Grazing Association, Inc 
(Seller) was or has been recorded prior to the tax sale and the Plaintiff was dissolved some 20 
years prior to this suit. 
8 
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4. IF, ARGUENDO, THE PLAINTIFF'S REAL ESTATE PURCHASE 
CONTRACT CONSTITUTES AN INTEREST IN REAL PROPERTY, 
THAT INTEREST HAS EXPIRED WITH THE DISSOLUTION OF THE 
PLAINTIFF CORPORATION. 
Plaintiff Corporation was formed and registered with the State on May 17, 1972. This 
appears to have been three days prior to entering into the Real Estate Contract with Diamond T 
Grazing Association, Inc. On March 31, 1979 the Plaintiff Corporation was dissolved with the 
State of Utah and could no longer do business under its assumed name except to wind up and 
liquidate its business affairs. Utah Code Ann. Section 16-10a-1405; Arndt, et al v. First 
Interstate Bank of Utah, 991 P.2d 584 (Utah 1999). This liquidation includes, among other 
things, collecting its assets, disposing of its properties and distributing its properties in kind to 
shareholders. Utah Code Ann. Section 16-10a-1405 (a) and (b). 
Due to the passage of nearly 25 years since Plaintiffs dissolution, it is hard to conceive 
that Plaintiffs rights under the Real Estate Contract remain unliquidated, if in fact, the Plaintiff 
possessed any rights or interest in the subject property to begin with. To the contrary, the lack of 
any conveyance from Diamond T Grazing to Plaintiff seems to indicate that no interest was ever 
perfected under the Parties' Real Estate Contract and if Diamond T had failed to so convey to 
Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs' right to quiet title to its property has long since passed due to the relevant 
statute of limitations. 
5. BECAUSE PLAINTIFF CORPORATION WAS DISSOLVED OVER 
23 YEARS AGO, IT LACKS STANDING TO SUE IN THE STATE 
OF UTAH. 
9 
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Because the Plaintiff was involuntarily dissolved in 1979, it cannot maintain an action in 
the Utah courts, if the action is for the purpose of maintaining business and not for the purpose of 
winding down its business affairs. The Plaintiff claims an interest in the property pursuant to a 
real estate contract which specifically requires the Plaintiff to perform by first developing the 
property and then maintaining lot sales in order to receive an actual interest in the property. 
Development and sales do not constitute winding down business, but instead are activities 
for which Plaintiffs are precluded from conducting pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 16-10a-
1405 (a) and (b). That being the case, and because the Corporation has dissolved for 23 years, 
Plaintiff cannot now avail itself of the courts. Having not complied with the law, Plaintiff lacks 
standing to sue. 
Even if the tax sale was found to be invalid, the Plaintiff could not perform today under its 
contract with Diamond T. Grazing because the Plaintiff Corporation does not exist and cannot 
conduct business in its name. When Plaintiff was involuntarily dissolved in 1979 any rights under 
the contract expired with it. 
6. A DISSOLVED CORPORATION BY LAW CANNOT CONDUCT 
BUSINESS WITHIN THE STATE OF UTAH EXCEPT FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF WINDING DOWN ITS BUSINESS AFFAIRS. 
The Plaintiff Corporation was dissolved in 1979, and as such could no longer conduct the 
business of land development and lot sales. The only business which Plaintiff can lawfully 
conduct is that which is reasonably necessary for the purpose of winding down its business 
10 
0 
affairs. Utah Code Ann. Section 16-10a-1405; Arndt, et al v. First Interstate Bank of Utah, 991 
P.2d 584 (Utah 1999). Because of this, the real estate contract is now meaningless because the 
Plaintiff cannot prospectively perform and therefore cannot perfect its alleged interest in the 
property. 
CONCLUSION 
Neither party has conducted any discovery and the Plaintiff is not entitled to a judgment as 
a matter of law because the agreement under which the Plaintiff claims an interest in real property 
is prospective in nature. That is, at this stage of the litigation, the Defendants have no idea as to 
Plaintiffs performance and whether or not it feels that it perfected an interest in the parcel. For 
this reason alone, (lack of discovery and disputed facts) summary judgment is inappropriate. 
However, there is a strong argument that Plaintiff simply does not exist and lack standing 
to sue under the real estate contract because it was dissolved some 23 years previous to filing of 
this action. Additionally, the Plaintiff has been estopped, pursuant to State law, from further 
developing the property and making lot sales from the date of dissolution. At best the Plaintiff 
could have only conducted business for the sole purpose of winding down its operation and could 
not even own the property in its name had the County given them notice. 
For the foregoing reasons, the Defendants respectfully requests that the Plaintiffs motion 
11 
n;<S 
for summary judgement be denied. 
DATED this 27th day of May, 2003. 
ARNOLD & WIGGINS, P.C. 
Mark E. Arnold 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I personally caused to be mailed, postage prepaid, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to the following address on this 28th day of May, 2003. 
Mr. M. Darrin Hammond 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84403 
Mark E. Arnold 
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EXHIBIT A 
OHO 
Nov-26-2002 12:05pm From-AMERICAN HERITAGE 
8015440651 T-825 P 00! F-T76 
LINDA G. LUNCEFORD, CPO 
2380 Washington Blvd., Suite 320 
Ogden,lJT 844014456 
Phone:(801)399-8400 
Fax: (801)309-8300 
November 4,2002 
David R. Brown 
Chris Loock 
Chad Stokes 
7860 South 1900 East 
South Weber, UT 84405 
Subject: Tax Sale Property 
Dear Mr. Brown, 
After reviewing lax sales files for 1999, it is apparent that Weber County followed all the proper 
procedures per UCA § 59-2-1351 and J351.5. 
Respectfully, 
Margarit Ncrsisian 
0S1 
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RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS RUNNING WftT^ MW C^rtDCO FOR | 
;, DIAMOND T JMSVELO.PMENTS, INC., and 
|i DIAMOND T GRACING ASSOCIATION, INC., and 
Ij HOME ABSTRACT COMPANY, Trustee and 
X 
•I M. J. DKAMER 
i 
Hl.Tii I' .AMtS Ql.SEN • 
•\ TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 
li 
u 
:! WHEREAS the undersigned ate the present owners of all of the lands, ! 
Jj pieces and parcels oi land, embraced within the Beaver Greek Estates 
Jj area hereinafter specifically described, and 
II WHEREAS that area comprises an exclusive mountain cabin and 
I 
v recreational area of V'ebcr County, State of Utah, and 
!; WHEREAS it is thv; desire of the owners thereof to place restrictive j 
•i 
|( covenants upon said lots for the mutual benefit and protection of present 
' ar-d future owners thereof. 
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual 
xi • 
; i 
covenants hei*cin4 and other good and valuable consideration, the signers, 
their successors and assigns do hereby declare that the covenants herein-. 
i 
j after specifically set forth are to run with the land, and they shall be | 
<i < 
jj binding on all parties and all persons claiming under them until thirty 
'! 
ii ' 
Ij (30) years from date, at which time said covenants shall be automatically | 
J ' : 
,; extended for successes periods of ten (10) years, unless by a vote of a 
•• majority of the then owners of said lots it is agreed to change said 
ij covenants in whole or ;n part. These restrictive covenants arc hereby , 
i 
:; attached to and are to run with the following described property, to-wit: 
M
t A part of Section 16 and 21, T7N. R3E, SLB&M, U.S. Survey: Beginning 
:i ; 
[j at a point on the North line of Soc. 16, where it intersects the roht^r of ! 
A p a r t of Sect * 16 and Zl, T7N. R3E, SLB&J U . S . Survey: Beginning J 
a t a point on the Nor th l ine of Sec . J6, where it i n t e r s e c t s the c e n t e r of j . 
i 
i 
H o c k Creek ; sa id point being 1550 fc<^ m o r e or l e s s Elast i r o m ftie "Norftiw^at 
c o r n e r of said Section 16, running thG^-c e Eas t 1450 feet m o r e o r l e s s ; 
a long the Nor th l ine of Section 16 to the E a s t l ine of the B u r m a Road, thc-mic 
Sou theas te r ly along sa id E a s t l ine of B u r m a Road to a point w h e r e i t 
i n t e r s e c t ? the Wes t lin^ of State Highway 39, thence Southwes te r ly along 
sa id West l ine of highway to the point where sa id West line i n t e r s e c t s the 
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.1 the center of Birch Creek, thence Northwesterly along said center of crccj<. 
i 
i 
tcj a point which is 3120 leet South and East 350 feet from, the Northwest j 
i 
•! corar.r of said Sec. 21, thence North 1°43« East 670.00 Feet, thence North: 
|| j 
14°50' East 800.00 feet, thence North 32°40l East 1325.00 feet, thence Noyth 
2°^%* West 870- 00 feet, thence North 23°05' Weat 1620. 00 feet, thence 
North 34°L0f West 845.00 feet, thence North 16°50' West 345.00 feet, thence 
flout!)! 64°25' £ast S30. 00 feet, thence North 21°00' East 2870 feet * to the paint j 
of beginning 
i Also a part of the SEl/4 ol Sec. 16, T7N, R3E, SLB&M, U.S. Surveys 
!! I 
jj Beginning at a point where the East line of the Burma Road intersects the | * R 
i 
West line of State Highway 39; running thence Northeasterly along said 
We&t line of highway 900- 00 feet, thence West to the East line of the Burnila 
Q [j Road, thence Southeasterly along said East line of Burma road to the point 
^ i'i , , . . I 
f^
 %] of beginning. I 
( 
A part of Sec. 3, T7N, R3E, SLB&M, U,S. Survey: Beginning at a j 
•• i 
, point on the Southline of Said Sec. 3, said point being East 1700 feet along 
^ | the South line of said section from the Southwest corner of Sec, 3, running. 
i\ \. "j 
O 1 I 
'3 i thence North to a point which is East 1700 feet from the Northwest corner | 
of said Sec. 3, thence East along the section line 1600 feet more or less 
tJ^ ;j to the center of beaver Creek, thence Southerly along said center of Beavdr 
0 
i 
f^  . Creek to a point where it intersects the South line of Sec. 3, thence West 
i 
'. 1250 feet more or less along the South line of said Sec. 3 to the point of be-
j ginning. 
!i A part of Sec. El, T7N, R3E, SLB&M, U.S. Survey; Beginning at 
!'j 093 
^|i a point where the center of Deavcr Creek intersects the North line of eaid « 
A part of Sec. 21, T7N, R3&, ilLB^M, U.S. Surveys i}cgiiimag «4t 
a. point where the center of Beaver Creek intv^sects the North line of eaid • 
Section 21, running thence Southwesterly, then Southerly along the center 
of said Beaver Creek to a point where it intersects the Sotith line of Sec . z!l 
I 
thence West 30 feet more or l e s s along the section line to the East right-
i 
of-way line of State Highway 39, thence Northerly, then Northeasterly j 
along said right-of-way line to a point where it intersects the North l ine 
of Sec* 21, thence East along the section line 70 feet more or l e s s to the ! 
point of beginning, 
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A part of Sec. 10, T7N, R3E, SLlifcM, U.S , Survey; Beginning at the 
<** Y 
0 !• South quarter corner of said Section 10, and running thence West along 
*i : the section line 700 feet more or l e s s , to the East line of State Highway 3% 
- \ 
o !l 
»\ 
N i; 
thciilcc Northerly along said East line of highway to a point where said Eas 
line intersects the East line of the Waat half of Said Sec. 10, running 
r\ 
1 
O 
i 
N 
thcnicc South along thequartcr section line 330 feet more or l e s s to the 
!• poiri|t of beginning. 
!J & part of Sec- 15, :T7N, R3E, SLB&M, U .S . Survey: Beginning at 
a. polint which is the intersection of the Northline of said Sec, 15 and the j 
East right-of-way line of Stake Highway 39, running thence East along the i 
scctiion l ine 75 feet more or l e s s to the center of Beaver Creek, thence \ 
. 1 
j Southwesterly along said center of creek to a point where it in tersec t s the} 
Wes|t line of said Sec. 15, thence North along the section line Z50 feet m o r e 
3 
or l e s s Lo the Easterly right-of-way line of said Highway 39, thence North;-
i 
i eas ter ly along said highway right-of-way line to the place of beginning-
i 
1
 A part of Sec. 16, T7N, R3E, SLBficM, U.S. Survey; Beginning at a j 
poidt on the South line,of said Sec. 16, at its intersection with the 
J center of Beaver Creek, running thence Westerly along said South line 
of Sec . 16 60 feet more or leas to the East right-of-way line of Highway 
A\ i! 39, thence Northeasterly along said highway right-of-way line to a point 
V. j; 
!i
 where it intersects the Kafit line of Sec, 16, thence South along the East 
«j 'i l ine of Sec. 16, Z50 feet more or l e s s to the center of Beaver Creek, 
• i ; 
j thence Southwesterly along the center of Beaver Creek to the point of ' 
i 
beginning. ^ 
A. Structure eh all not be erected, altered, placed or permitted 
|! to remain on any part of the above described property where unytuccoed or 
ii unfaced cement block or cinder block, or similar product, i s used as the l 
.j main medium of the construction- These materials may be used for 
ii f o u n d a t i o n materiA*!** on lv T/ cr> -ncarf «-V»»-*r c>>-»"n ^-r^w/v^;^*
 rti .#• v ~ ~^>n^^^i«^ 
to remain on anv par t of the above described property whore unstuccoed or 
unfacod cemei /Lock or cindor block* or simi product, is used as the ' 
main medium of the construction- These materials may be used for 
foundation materials only. If so used they shall immediately be concealed j 
by foundation plantings, or some type of facing material* l 
:; B. Basements, shacks, garages, barns or other out-buildings 
'ic reefced on the tract shall not at anytime be used as a residence, either 
' temporarily or perman«nt]y. 
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,' C. Trai lerhouses , campers and tents wil l be permitted on the . 
ij tract provided they are .strictly of a non-permanent nature and are not uscdj 
] for permanent res idences . Vacation trai lers and campers wil l at no t ime j 
| hi* attached to the land, placed on foundations, or taken from their wheels; i 
4s nor will they bo allowed to be made a part of any other structure on Lhe 
tract. j 
D. Mobile homes and prefabricated homes are acceptable ae j 
res idences provided they pass and conform to Weber County Building and j 
Zoning laws and provided they have the clearance in writing of the lot 
i! owners committee. , 
i: i 
,| E . Access to the above described area lying wester ly of the 
»i existing State Road TJ-39 shall be by key, allowing a c c e s s through the 
' entrance gates* During the early spring and late fall, when driving on the 
wot roads may damage <them, the Lot Owners corporation re s erves the 
\\ right to c lose the roads to all motor traffic. All areas of the property 
'* art* restricted at al l t imes against power bikes and cycles and s imi lar 
|, two-wheel type vehicles - with the exception of existing roadways. 
i! 
i . 
F« There will be no horses , ca t t l e sheep or other animals 
permanently pastured or corralled on any of the above-described land. 
Aminals may be kept temporarily on any of the lots provided they are 
not allowed to destroy the natural vegetation on the land from overgrazing; 
and provided the premises are cleaned to prevent files or sanitation 
problems. 
Gi Each land owner will at all times keep his premises free and 
, c lear from refuse and garbage, and will prevent unsightly or unsanitary, 
! or odoriferous conditions from existing on his property- All garbage and 
, refuse wil l be hauled by the individual owners to a town or county 
designated dump. 
« 
i H- No lot shall be used for more than overnight purposes until 
adequate sanitary facil it ies have been installed. There shall be no open 
>| pit, backhouse, or WPA type of facilities allowed on the p r e m i s e s , j 
|! Sanitary facilities shall either be of the septic tank or of the chemical 
j! toi let type, and no type shall be allowed which is not completely fly 
!; proof, odor proof, and sanitary. , 
|; j 
,' I, It is the purpose of this subdivision of land to leave as much , 
i of the natural vegetation on the land as i s possible, therefore, no living trees 
arc to be cut, injured, or removed from any lot, except as arc absolutely ' 
*j n e c e s s a r y for the purpose of building a home and the necessary driveways 
1 thereto. No part of any of tbc land will be cleared and used for 
j agricultural purposes, except that trees , grass and shrubs may be f) q 
j! planted to enhance the natural beauty of the area. The owners of each lot 
ij in the before described subdivision shall untimately own, along with the 
<l owners of the other lots sold in the above described subdivision an undivided 
,, interest in all of the roads and rights-or-way except that owners whose 
•i l o t s a r e no t . s e rv i ced bv c o m m o n pprrftR *v>r! i-na-roc* r/>-»ric *y^A viA>/-> ™^,r 
Ij in the before df~cribed subdivision shall u l t imate ly own, along with the ; 
|l owners of the t ,cr lots sold in the above desci id subdivision an undivided 
,, interest in all of the roads and rights -or-way except that owners whose 
'j lots a t e not serv iced by common egress and ingress roads and who may 
' need to construct and maintain their private egress and ingress roads to i 
! or on their property at their own expense and who have no need to use i 
» any other road (except public roads) to gain acces s to their property, shall j 
be exempt front a s se s sment for the maintenance, repair and improvement ! 
j of other roads within the subdivision and said owner shall not own an 
jl interest in said roads or rights-of-way. This exemption shall be c laimed i 
J| by the buyer at the option of said buyer. The obligation to join in the 
|! construction, upkeep, and maintenance of these areas and faci l i t ies ' 
j| and in the e lectr ic power necessitated therefor shall be an obligation I 
jj of each lot and the obligation shall run with the land; and should any 
j o f t h e l a n d o w n e r s f a i l t o p a y t h e i r s h a r e ! 
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of said costs and expenses within thirty (30) days after they become due, j 
their property may be sold on proper petition by the Court at Sheriff's [ 
sa le to pay the said share of costs and expenses . No p iece of the above , 
described property may hereafter be transferred by private sa l e , 
inheritance, g^t, a* legal sale in any manner that wil l take it out from j 
under this l ien and obligation. j 
i 
J. Each owncl of a lot in Beaver Creek Estates shall be an 
automatic member of k Non-Profit Corporation by the name of Beaver j 
Creek L.«t Owners Association, This non-profit corporation is formed j 
for the purpose of maintaining the roads and improvements within the | 
Beaver Creek Estates,. The Lot owners within said Beaver Creek Estates! 
shall be entitled to vo-e at all membership meetings. Kach full l)t shall j 
be entitled to one vote only no matter how many owners there are to | 
said lot* Only the land owners of Beaver Creek Estates shall be member J 
and all land owners of Beaver Creek Estates shall be bound to pay thoir | 
pro-rata yearly costs ;on roads and improvements as decided upon by j 
the Directors of the said non-profit corporation. The Directors shall j 
be chosen by the members each year at the membership meeting* ! 
i 
K. There is hereby established a building and community interest , 
committee for the above described property. This committee shal l 
cons is t of four members and they shall hold office for the t erm of one I 
year* The original committee shall bo appointed by the LrOt Owners j 
Corporation board of directors. The committee for each ensuing year ' 
after 1972 shall be elected during the month of January by the landowners < 
on the basis of one vote per lot, No excavation 9hail he made on any ; 
of the above-described property nor shall any construction be started, 
mir shall any type of structure or building be built unless a plan and / 
specification of the work or building contemplated has been presented to tlje 
committee, and the committee by a three-fourths vote has approved the con-
struction and structure to be built of moved onto the land* This approval i 
in no way rel ieves the owner from complying with applicable County J 
Building Codes and from engineering his structure for proper strength and 
safety. This committee is to provide for an over-al l planning for this 
area, and to allow its beautiful and orderly development. The purpose ! 
of this committee being not to establish s ize or cost,, minimum or 
maximums on buildings, but to insure that no shacks or unsightly 
structures are built which will destroy the mountain or rustic type 
growth of the area. No building shall be constructed on any p r e m i s e s j 
that will be eyesore to its surroundingspremiscs, nor wil l a structure 
be allowed so close to the property line that it interferes with the use 
and beauty of the surrounding lots. 
T0.1; 
J„ if the party hereto, or successors or ass igns , shall violate 
or attempt to violate any of the covenants heroin, it shall be lawful for any 
other person or persons owning any real property situated in said develop-
ment, or for the corporation owning the common land within the develop-
ment, or the committee to prosecute any proceedings at law or in equity 
other person ** parsons owning any real property situatcdin said develop-
ment, or for e corporation o^vning the com: i land within the develop-
ment, or the committee to prosecute any proceedings at law or in equity 
against a person or persons violating or attempting to violate any such 
covenants, cither to prevent him or them from so doing or to recover 
d amagoa or other dues for such violation in the option of the suing party-
Invalidation of any of these covenants by judgment or court order shall 
in no way effect any of the other provisions which shall remain in full 
force and effect. The property owner and land found to b* in default 
under this covenant shall pay all cost6 and attorneys fees incurred in 
enforcing compliance with the covenants, 
DIAMOND T GRAZING ASSOCIATION, 
% "A 
President U 
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ATTEST: aalOiO «6t87S 
J( Secretary^ 
ATTRST: 
-.1 
•j S e c r e t a r y 
DIAMOND T DEVELOPMENTS, INC. 
HOME ABSTRACT COMPANY 
T r u s t e e 
|| STATE OF UTAH 
i! County of Weber 
5 5 . 
On the 28th day of November , 1972, pe r sona l ly a p p e a r e d . 
_ahaaafl J,. Jgaa and Thomgg J« Connelly before me ^^ „ „ „ u 
who being by me duly sworn, did say that fhey a r e the P r e s ide nlTand the r 
S e c r e t a r y r e spec t ive ly of the DIAMOND T GRAZING ASSOCIATION, I N C . , 
a co rpo ra t ion and that said ins t rument was signed in behalf of sa id 
co rpora t ion by authori ty of a resolut ion of its Board of D i r e c t o r s and 
t h e said JChomaB J^Jfcqg ^ and Thoroui J , Connelly 
acknowledged to m e that said corporat ion executed the s a m e , 
1 L. n 1 W 
•w^yuw**** \> m lAVMU cuuu xoamm J . uoimoi>xy 
Ji ackTiowledged me that said corporation oxer xed the s a m e , 
TARY FUBJLI£ 
esiding at 
MyGojrurmssion xpirfes; 
r^^Jtpfgu, 
^r; /f7r" 
: ^ \\-!-.- ft-':* •••'•[' 
U&AQ WASHINGTON RI.VD. 
OGDKN, UTAH 84^01 
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s s , 
Gounty of W e b e r 
On the 28th day of floromber 
before mc Thomas J, Cotmelly 
, 1972, p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d 
and Maurice Bichards i 
w h o be ing by m c duly s w o r n , did say that they a r e the P r e s i d e n t and the J 
|j S e c r e t a r y r e s p e c t i v e l y of the DIAMOND T D E V E L O P M E N T S , INC, , a 
c o r p o r a t i o n and that sa id ins trument w a s s i g n e d in behal f of sa id c o r p o r a t i o n 
by author i ty of a r e s o l u t i o n of i t s B o a r d of D i r e c t o r s and the s a i d 
Theses, J - gcmnelly and * to?r t« ra^hm-fla 
.. ;-;;/,ac:fcaiowledged to m e that 6aid corporat ion e x e c u t e d the s a m e , 
I. '-*y. V . 
•V.. ••'. - 1 - . . : 
* •} 
j. J !v^'Commiss ion E x p i r e s : 
DARY PUBLIC 
iding 
P I  * f? 
S T A T E O F UTAH 
|j County of Wcbcr 
On the 
b e f o r e n \e 
28th day of Nflromter m, 1972, p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d 
J&ankl in D« MamftLan 32: < || w h o be ing by m e duly s w o r n , did s a y that HJS^^C the P r e s i d e n t aaatofeim I 
J ^-BcxniatiacrpncMLi^K^^ of the HOME A B S T R A C T COMPANY, a c o r p o r a t i o n 
j and that s a i d i n s t r u m e n t wae s igned in behalf of a aid c o r p o r a t i o n by 
, ' " ^ n U i A ^ r ** ^ — s o l u t i o n of i t s Board of D i r e c t o r s and that said • . ; j \\ A u t h o r i t y of a re s o 
\ . " ' I ""~ ^ r • - I I- • I - . - . " • • • • INI . I 
MttUflban aooi 
_ ,J acknowledged to m c that said corporat ion e x e c u t e d the s a m e . 
ii . 
• : ' ^ . - ! ! . 
,s>y 
'; My C o m m i s s i o n E x p i r e s : 
iRY PUB; 
Res id ing at ^Offtjen, tftah 
•STATE OF UTAH 
!| 
|- County of W e b e r 
S 3 , 
'I On the 28th clay of Kovpmbor 
105 
_, 1972, p e r s o n a l l y a p p e a r e d 
•j, b e f o r e m e M» J, D e a m c r the s i g n e d of the? above and f o r e g o i n g i n s t r u m e n t 
j- boun ty ot Weber 
I; 
On tho 26th day of Kbvpttbgr M L$12, pe r sona l ly appea red 
jL b e f o r e m e M. J v £>eamer the s igned of the above and foregoing i n s t r u m e n t 
.-. iK, ;j^t>d'-he duly acknowledged to ma that be executed the s a m e . 
<v 
• ^ 
: > . ' 
/N©TARY PUBZJC f 0\ 
Wesiding at / W L w ; lAJZtiJL' 
l> < ^ y - C o m m i s s i o n E x p i r e s t 
i) • -
2G40 WASHINGTON BLVD. 
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EXHIBIT "3" 
Property in Web«r Coarty. S t a t e of Utah, in Township 6 North, Range 2 
E a s t , S a l t Lake Base and Meridian, U. S . Survey: 
Zf - OOl ~ OOO^OOO^ , O J O l . COO-?, D O O ^ O O c ' 5 
A i l or s e c t i o n 3 . A l l o f s e c t i o n 4 . 
A p a c t o f the S o u t h h a l f , S e c t i o n 5 , b e g i n n i n g 6.77 
c h a i n s Worth o f t h e S o u t h w e s t c o r n e r o f t h e S o u t h -
e a s t Q u a r t e r ; t h e n c e N o r t h 71 E a s t 1 c h a i n t o 
Mounta in c a n a l ; t h e n c e S o u t h e a s t e r l y a l o n g c a n a l t o 
S o u t h l i n e o f S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e E a s t t o t h e S o u t h e a s t 
c o r n e r o f S e c t i o n , ; t h e n c e N o r t h t o E a s t Q u a r t e r 
c o r n e r ; t h e n c e West t o cervter o f S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e 
S o u t h 2 , £ 1 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e West 1 6 . 5 7 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e 
S o u t h 3 5 E a s t 9 . 0 2 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e S o u t h 2 2 ° 5 0 • 
E a s t 1 1 . 9 6 c h a i n s ; t h e n c e S o u t h 3 3 ° 3 5 ! E a s t 16 
c h a i n s t o p o i n t o f b e g i n n i n g . E x c e p t 5 . 8 3 a c r e s i n 
t h e Ogden V a l l e y C a n a l USA M 7 4 5 - 4 0 7 " . 
A p a r t o f t h e N o r t h e a s t Q u a r t e r o f S e c t i o n 8 , b e g i n -
n i n g a t t h e N o r t h e a s t c o r n e r o f s a i d Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n ; 
t h e n c e S o u t h a l o n g s e c t i o n l i n e 1 , 5 0 0 f e e t re o l d 
f e n c e l i n e ; t h e n c e N o r t h 5 5 ° West 2 , 5 8 5 . 0 f e e t t o 
N o r t h l i n e o f s a i d Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e East t o 
b e g i n n i n g , E x c e p t i n g t h e 0 . 9 6 a c r e i n Ogden V a l l e y 
Cana l USA. 2 - / _ 0 / o - 0 0 0 * 
A p a r t of the N o r t h w e s t Q u a r t e r o f S e c t i o n 9 , b e g i n n -
i n g 1 , 3 4 8 . 5 f e e t E a s t o f t h e S o u t h w e s t c o r n e r o f 
s a i d Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e N o r t h 2 ° 0 6 l Eas t 535 
f e e t , more or l e s s , t o o l d f e n c e l i n e ; t h e n c e North 
— 66 West 1 , 4 3 7 f e e t , more o r l e s s , a l o n g s a i d f e n c e 
O l i n e ; t h e n c e N o r t h 5 5 ° West 66 f e e t , more or l e s s , 
A' a l o n g s a i d f e n c e l i n e ; t o West l i n e o f S e c t i o n 9 ; 
~ t h e n c e North a l o n g s a i d l i n e t o N o r t h w e s t c o r n e r of 
* s a i d S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e Eas t t o N o r t h e a s t c o r n e r o f s a i d 
\ Q u a r t e r S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e South 2 6 4 0 . 0 f e e t t o S o u t h -
J
 e a s t c o r n e r o f s a i d Q u a r t o r S e c t i o n ; t h e n c e West 
^ 1 , 2 9 1 f e e t t o b e g i n n i n g . 
' A p a r t o f S e c t i o n 9 , b e g i n n i n g a t t h e N o r t h e a s t 
c o r n e r of S e e r ion 9, t h e n c e West 2 , 6 4 0 f a e t t h e n c e 
South 3 , 9 6 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e Eas t 2 , 6 4 0 f e e t ; t h e n c e 
North 3 , 9 6 0 f e e t t o p o i n t o f b e g i n n i n g . 
A p a r t of S e c t i o n 1 0 , b e g i n n i n g a t t h e N o r t h w e s t 
c o r n e r c f S a c t i c n 1 0 , t h e n c e S o u t h 240 r o d s , 
t h e n c e Eas t 2 3 8 . 1 2 r o d s ; t h e n c e N o r t h 240 r o d s ; 
t h e n c a West 2 3 8 . 1 2 t o d s a l o n g N o r t h l i n e o f s a i d 
S e c t i o n t o p o i n t of b e g i n n i n g . 
And in Township 7 North, Range 2 Ease , Sa l e Lake Base and 
Meridian, U. S. Survey-
The Southwe3C Quarter of S e c t i o n 34. 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
The followiag described land in Weber County, State 
of Utah, all in Tavnship 7 Korth, Range 3 East, Salt 
Lake Base and Meridian, U» S. Survey? 
that portion of Section 3 lying West of centerline 
of Beaver Creek, Z 3- O 13 - o o © <r 
All of Section 4, 2 3- Oi^- 0 so5~ 
All of Section 5, ^ 3 - 0«3- ^ OO u 
The East half of Section 6, Z^- o'3 - ° aot? 
The East half of Section 7, -3 ^  . O / 3- o J a^ 
All of Sectioa 
All of Section 9,. 
>a 8,~p 
Z- ^ . O '3 - 0 -> ' 
S e c t i o a 10 , the Southwest Quarter and South h a l f of 
Northwest Quar ter . -£. *jF ~ o / 3 - ^ 0> " ^ .? O ' ^ 
A part o f S e c t i o n 15 , l y i n g West o f the c e n t e r l i n e 
o f Beaver Creek, 2 3 , J I 3 - O 0 ^ ^ . ~< >T _> _•> 5 -\ 
A part of S e c t i o n 16 , l y i n g West of the c a a t e r l i n e 
of Beaver Creek, 
A l l of S e c t i o n 17, -3. - 3 , 0 ^ - 0 0 1 ^ 
East h a l f o f S e c t i o n 18 , Z 3 - j ) i 3 - 0 O ^ ^ > * 
A part of S e c t i o n 2 1 , l y i n g West of Beaver Creek, 
A part of the Northwest Quarter of S e c t i o n 28, beginning 
66 f e e t Eas t of the Northwest c o m e r o f s a i d Quarter 
S e c t i o n ; thence East 1,627 f e e t t o county road; thence 
South 1 2 ° 1 3 l East 210 f e e t a long road; thence South 2* 
40 ' East 157 f e e t ; thence West 203 .0 f e e t ; thence North 
74°13 ' Wesc 346.00 f e e c ; thence North 68* West 141 .0 
c
 ~ f• <TN ) ^ f e e l ; theace West 9 6 1 , 0 f e e c ; thence North 424 f e e t to 
o ^ * ^ c t l e P ° i n t of beg inn ing . 
\ 0 « o N 
\ ^ q\ <N iw l c (K ... 
VC vr>, o 
1;: 
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9. Either party defaulting under this contract agrees that the other 
party has all rights normally alloved by lav to redress their injuries 
including a reasonable attorneys fee. 
DIAMOND T GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
A Seller 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF WEBER) 
Cn the 20 Day of May„ 1972 A-D. . personally appeared before me 
Tom Nass and Tom Connelly, who being by me duly sworn, aia say thac 
they are the Corporate President and Corporate Secretary resoectively 
of the Diamond T Grazing Association, Inc. and that 3aid instrument 
was signed in behalf of said Corporation by authoraty of a resolution 
of its Board of Directors and the said Officers acknowledged to v** 
that said Corporation executed the same. 
Notary Publ «y ft") C 
MT CCMM»SS»CM 6XFRE5 JJ i i£ I U * . 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF WESTR) 
On t h e 20 Day of May > 1972 A.D. , p e r s o n a l l y appeared before me 
Tool Conne l ly and Maurice R i c h a r d s , who b e i n g by me duly sworn, did 
say t h a t they are the Corporate P r e s i d e n t and Corporate S e c r e t a r y 
r e s p e c t i v e l y of the Diamond T D e v e l o p m e n t s , I n c . and chac sa.d^ 
i l ist rumen t was s i g n e d in b e h a l f o f s a i d C o r p o r a t i o n by a u t h o r i t y 
of a r e s o l u t i o n of i t s Board of D i r e c t o r s snd the s a i d Orf^csrs 
acknowledged to roe chat s a i d Corpora t ion e x e c u t e d the s a m ^ 
' Nocary P u b l i c / r^r 
B<ionl389 NK1168 
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6. It is agreed and understood that Diamond T Developments, Inc. 
mast immediately cake positive action to 
A. Properly comply wit'i all necessary County Subdivision and 
property sale requirements for mountain property and 
within 1 year from date have Beaver Creelc Estates surveyed 
and basic roads built and start an energetic sales program 
and continuously carry this program forward. 
B. Develop a program for the Sale of parcel vhich is 
approximately 5,240 acres, a part of Exhibit A so that 
this can be productively marketed as a condomlnimum 
type ranch. This must be ready for sale by 1975. 
As long as Buyer is actively working on these projects it shall 
be given the right to continue and Seller will cooperate and do all things 
it caa to aid the ultimate development and sales. Buyer has the right to 
sell Section 35 outright or by dividing it. 
7. A. Should Seller determine that Buyer for any 2 month oeriod is 
not devoting its best effort to th#» development and sale of parcel* A, 5 
and C then after 1 months written notice to Buytr and the Seller may terminate 
this contract if Buyer does not immediately begin to perform. 
B. If it becomes apparent to Seller that Buyer (for any reason 
not caused by Seller) will not be able to perform and make sales sufficient 
tc pay the obligations against the property th^ ti Seller may terminate this 
contract 3 months after giving Buyer written notice of its intent to 
terminate unless Buyer satisfactorily demonstrates that Ic has and will 
protect Seller in che necessary payment of the debts and cbligaclons agams: 
the property. 
8. In c£oS of default by Buyer then any improvemencs, plans, pro-
grams and contracts which it holds will become the property of Sellers. 
Seller agrees to cnc bc^ t. of its ability to carry on any condomimmum ranch 
projeccs started en the property by Buver. 
BOOK1389 MKH67 
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B. For the approximately 5,240 acrea of summer range north of 
Beaver Creek Estates and including the house, corrals, springs and ponds 
west of Beaver Creek Estates, Diamont T Developments, Inc. will pay the 
Seller One Million Dollars. (1,000,000.) plus interest. This property is 
described in Exhibit A. After developments and sales costs Buyer will pay 
Seller forthwith its payment for this land. 
C. Diamond T Developments, Inc. as part consideration for the 
amounts it is paying for A and B above will receive all of Section 35 in 
Beaver Creek. This land is fully described in Exhibit "CM. As this land is 
sold Seller will pay off the bonds owed by RADCO and held in escrow by the 
Bank of Utah and will pay off obligations to the New Era, Inc., Stailey State 
Bank, Raymond Novelli, Jim Roberts and New Productc Inc. Any amount received 
over and above amounts will pay off such unsecured debts owed by RADCO as 
those to Dan Alsup, George V. Alexander, Elmer Fox & Company, Don Fredrickson 
and Hansen & Associates, Any balance left will be the property 
of Diamond T Developments, Inc. 
D. Buyer is hereby granted an option for 5 years from date to 
purchase the 2,400 acres Huntsville Ranch (described in Exhibit B) for 
$1,000,000. Seller has full use of this land unci* option is exercised and 
Buyer pays no interest during this period. Option must be exercised in 
writing and terms of purchase must be then agreed to by both parties. Seller 
can terminate this option prematurely by written notice if it is not satisfied 
with Buyer's performance on parcels A, B, and C. 
3. From the .money received by Seller it will pay all existing 
debts against the lands including FHA and Deamer Finance and Associates. 
4. It is specifically understood that all water rights but no 
mineral rights or oil rights on or under the land are being purchased by the 
Diamond T Developments, Inc. 
5. It is understood that Buyer will pay Seller interest on the upper 
pieces of land, described as A and B at 77. per annum frcn the cir.e when 
sufficient development is ccciplcted en each part so thac sales can logically 
be started. This date will be fully determined when Bu>er or any successor 
has the properties properly cleared chrough the County and in fac: makes 
its first sale on that property. 
8 w i 3 8 9 «<*ii66 $€f IS iu 57 AH *8l 
REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
P^TTID • VERIMO Q May 2 0 , 1972 
mVUiD Q MlCBOflLMED • 
843808 jcrj 
Cone now Diamond T Grazing Association, Inc. , hereinafter called 
Seller and Diamond T Development, Inc., hereafter called Buyer and enter into 
the following agreement with each other. Each party acknowledges that it 
has received $100 and other good and valuable consideration from the other 
party for this contract. 
It is agreed that Seller owns approximately 640 acres in Section 35 
in Beaver Creek, and approximately 150 lots which have been subdivided out 
of 800 acres in Beaver Creek Estates and approximately 5,240 acres of 
summer range north of Beaver Creek Estates and including the ranch house 
and corrals; west of Beaver Creek Estates and approximately 2,400 acres of 
mountain land north of Sellers lower ranch in Huntsville. Buyer hereby 
contracts for the purchase of all of said described property for the 
development and sales thereof and the Seller agrees to sell said property. 
This contract replaces one of Way 15, 1972 between Seller and the Incorpor-
ators of Buy^r Corporation. 
It is agreed as follows: 
1. This contract replaces, and voids any And all prior contracts 
for sale, which Seller had on thi3 land. It incorporates all provisions 
of Buyers' incorporators' contract with Seller. 
2. Buyer is hereby granted the exclusive development, sales rights 
and rights to purchase all of said property described hereafter and these 
rights will continue for ao long as Buyer diligently proceeds to develop and 
sell the property. The sales prices on the properties are as follows. 
A. Diamond T Developments, Inc. is purchasing the 150 lots 
Capproximately 800 acres) on Lower Beaver which have been previously sub-
divided as Beaver Creek Estates. For this land they will pay to Seller 
$500,000 DIUS interest as the property is sold* After dz"e\appear ccsts ard 
sales costs Buyer will pay forthwich to Seller its payment far the land. 
Any amount renaming will be the property of Buyer, This nronercy L* 
debcribed m Exhibit A. 
TabC 
OCT 06 2003 
Melven E.Smith (4145) 
M. Darin Hammond (6741) 
SMITH KNOWLES, P.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
4723 Harrison Blvd., Suite 200 
Ogden, UT 84403 
Telephone: (801)476-0303 
Facsimile: (801)476-0399 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS INC. 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
DAVID R. BROWN, CHRIS LOOCK, and 
CHAD STOKES, 
Defendants. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM OF POINTS 
AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 02-0908133 
Judge Parley R. Baldwin 
Plaintiff Diamond T. Developments Inc., by and through its counsel of record, M. Darin Hammond 
of SMITH KNOWLES, P.C, hereby submits its Reply Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment as follows: 
FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE 
1. Plaintiff is the buyer under a contract which was recorded with the Weber County 
Recorder's office on May 20,1972, in Book 1389, Page 1166. See, Title Report dated April 19,1999 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. Although a copy of this title report was attached as an exhibit to Plaintiff s 
oi iginal memorandum in support, another copy thereof is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incoiporated 
herein by this reference for the court's convenience 
2. No document recording the termination of said contract was recorded prior to Weber 
County's June 1999 tax sale. See, Title Report dated April 19, 19099 attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
3. Weber County was fully aware of the contract right of Diamond T. Developments, Inc. 
by virtue of a title report order it received from Mountain View Title Company dated April 19,1999 in 
which the contract right of Diamond T. Development, Inc. was clearly set forth under the heading 
"Recorded Lien Holders." See, Title Report dated April 19, 1999 attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
4. Weber County made no attempt to notify Diamond T. Developments, Inc. as to the 
pending tax sale in June 1999. See, County documents attached to memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment as Exhibit B. 
I. WEBER COUNTY FAILED TO NOTIFY DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS, 
INC. OF ITS JUNE 1999 TAX SALE. 
The issue as to whom the county should provide notice of any tax sale is addressed in Utah Code 
Annotated §59-2-1351(2): 
(1) Notice of the tax sale shall be provided as follows: 
(a) sent by certified and first class mail to the last known recorded owner, the occupant 
of any improved property, and all other interests of record, as of the preceding March 15, 
at their last-known address (emphasis added) 
In this situation, Weber County made no attempt to send notice of the tax sale to Diamond T. 
Developments, Inc. by certified and first class mail. 
Repk Memorandum ot Points and Authorities in 
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Defendants assert that the real estate contract under which Plaintiff claims a right to notice did not 
provide a real property interest and that plaintiff could not expect notice of the sale. However, Defendant 
is attempting to shift the focus of the inquiry set forth in the statute. The Utah Legislature, by way of the 
above-referenced statute, did not authorize the county nor this court to inquire into the nature of the 
recorded interest but required the court to send notice of to the tax sale to all interests of record. Whether 
or not such is a real property interest or a contract interest or any other interest is not differentiated in the 
statute. Rather, the Legislature required that all notices of the tax sale be sent to "all other interests of 
record." 
Weber County was under a duty to ascertain the last known address of Diamond T. 
Developments and send notice of the pending tax sale. For whatever reason, the county elected not to 
even attempt to provide notice to Diamond T. Developments, Inc. Obviously, the records of the Utah 
Department of Commerce showed an address of Diamond T. Developments which could have been used 
by the county. 
In addition, the county had another remedy available to it for foreclosing on its tax lien. Utah Code 
Ann. §59-2-1353 provides as follows: 
In all cases where any county claims a hen on real estate for delinquent general taxes which have 
not been paid for a period of four years, the county may foreclose the lien by an action in the 
district court of the county in which the real estate is located. In this action all persons owning, 
having, or claiming an interest in or lien upon the real estate or any part of the real estate may be 
joined as defendants, and the complaint shall contain a description of the property, together with 
the amount claimed to be due on the property, including interest, penalties, and administrative 
costs If the name of the owner of any real estate cannot be ascertained from the records of the 
Repl> Memorandum of Points and Authonties in 
Support of Motion foi Summary Judgment 
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county, the complaint shall state that the owner is unknown to the plaintiff. It is sufficient to allege 
in the complaint that a general tax has been duly levied upon the described real estate, without 
stating any of the proceedings or steps leading up to the levy of the tax. 
In other words, where there are questions having to do with the ownership and recorded interests in a 
property which is up for tax sale, the county has the option available to proceed in the district court to 
foreclose its lien. Because the county did not take any steps to notify an interest holder in the real estate, 
the district court could have made sure that the county followed all proper procedures and provide fair 
notice to the buyer in this case that a tax sale was pending. If such would have happened, it would have 
been accomplished by a neutral district court. As it stands, the acts of a governmental entity, Weber 
County, are responsible for depriving Plaintiff of its due process rights and have been deprived of their 
property without fair notice. For this reason, this Court should quiet title in the subject property to 
Plaintiff who did not receive proper notice of the tax sale. 
II. DEFENDANTS HAVE THE BURDEN OF PROVING THAT THEIR TITLE 
WAS OBTAINED THROUGH A VALID TAX SALE. 
Because of the issues pertaining to due process involved by an action of the state in selling 
property rights at tax sales, the Utah courts have shifted the burden of proving that a valid tax sale was 
accomplished to the purchasers under said tax sale. See, Peterson v. Johnson, 34 P.2d 697 (Utah 1934) 
(one whose title is founded upon a tax deed must prove strict compliance with the various tax sale laws 
when claiming ownership). In Olsen v. Bagley, 337 P. 739 (Utah 1894) the former owner of real 
property brought an action against a purchaser at tax sale to set aside the same The court stated: 
Replv Memorandum ot Points and Authorities in 
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Tax sales are made exclusively under statutory power, and, unless all the necessary prerequisites 
of the statute are carried out, the tax sale become invalid. If one of the prerequisites fail, it is as 
fatal as if all failed. The power vested in a public officer to sell land for the non-payment of taxes 
is a naked power, not coupled with an interest, and every prerequisite to the exercise of the power 
must precede its exercise. The title to be acquired under statutes authorizing the sale of land for 
the non-payment of taxes is regarded as stricti juris and whoever sets up a tax title must show that 
all the requirements of the tax law have been complied with. 
Id. at 740. In the Olsen case, notice was not provided to the owner of the tax sale and the court stated, 
"The omission to give the notice is not a mere irregularity, but a vital defect. The giving of these notices 
in form and as prescribed by the statute is an essential jurisdictional fact." Id. 
In Asperv. Moon, 67 P. 409 (Utah 1902), the court restated the holding in Olsen v. Baglev and 
further stated that the parties setting up title by tax deed must show that all the requirements of the law have 
been complied with. Id. at 410. In that case, the notices of the tax sale had not been sent to the proper 
parties and moreover there were several other deficiencies in the tax collector's conduct leading up to the 
tax sale. Since Olsen, the Utah Supreme Court has again reaffirmed the burden of the defendants in this 
matter. See, Peterson at 699. The court has stated that it follows the "doctrine that one whose title is 
founded upon a tax deed must prove a strict compliance with the various provisions of the statute 
regulating the levy of taxes and the sale of the property upon which the tax has become delinquent when 
such tax title is asserted against the original owner or one claiming under him. Id. at 699. 
Repl> Memorandum ot Points and Authorities in 
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Another important case in this line of authority is Bean v. Fairbanks, 151 P. 338(Utah 1915). 
In that situation, the trial court had found in favor of the party claiming title through a tax deed and had 
found that the challenging party had failed to plead sufficient facts to overturn the validity of the sale. The 
court stated, "one claiming and asserting the tax title against the owner is nevertheless required to allege 
all the facts essential to the validity of a tax deed." Id. at 517. In addition, the court stated, "when one 
relies on a tax title he must show in his pleading that each step, required by law to be taken to subject the 
property to taxation and to constitute a valid sale of it for taxes, has been complied with." Id, 
The main message of the foregoing cases is that of burden of proof. The party alleging a title 
through tax deed must carry the burden that the county properly levied the taxes and followed statutory 
procedure when it sold the property at tax sale. As a matter of law, Defendants cannot carry their burden 
in this situation because of the fact that notice was not given to "all other interests of record" as required 
by statute. Moreover, Defendants have not set forth any admissible evidence to contradict this. Diamond 
T. Developments, Inc. had an "interest of record" and the county failed to provide notice to Diamond T. 
Developments, Inc. Based upon such, the tax sale to the Defendants in this matter is void as a matter of 
law and no further discovery or trial of the matter hereof would be of additional value to the court or the 
parties herein. 
Replv Memorandum oi Points and Authorities in 
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II DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS, INC. MAINTAINS ITS CORPORATE 
EXISTENCE AND HAS THE LEGAL CAPACITY TO MAINTAIN THIS 
ACTION. 
Defendants have asserted that Diamond T. Developments, Inc. cannot bring this quiet title action 
because it was involuntarily dissolved. Utah Code Annotated § 16-1 Oa-1405 describes the effect of 
dissolution. While defendants have cited to subsection 1 (a)and (b), they have failed to point out to the 
court sub-section 2 which states as follows: 
Dissolution of a corporation does not: (e) prevent commencement of a proceeding by 
or against the corporation in its corporate name;J 
Based upon the foregoing statute, defendants are simply wrong in asserting that Diamond T. 
Developments, Inc. cannot pursue this action. The foregoing applicable code section specifically allows 
a dissolved entity to pursue action in court. In other words, although a dissolved entity loses certain rights, 
its corporate existence continues and its right to sue also continues. See also, Falconaero Enterprise, Inc. 
v. Valley Investment Company, 395 P.2d 915 (Utah 1964). In Falconaero, the court found, citing to 
corporate statutes, that dissolution of a corporation did not preclude it from maintaining a quiet title action. 
Therefore, in this case Defendants' assertions that Plaintiff may not maintain this action are not well taken 
and are merely additional distractions asserted by the Defendants in order to move the focus of this court's 
attention away from the fact that defendants' title to the property was obtained by virtue of an invalid tax 
deed. 
1
 "Proceeding" is defined under §16-10a-102(26) as including a "civil suit, arbitration or 
mediation, and a criminal, administrative, or an investigatory action." 
Replv Memorandum ot Points and Authonties in 
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CONCLUSION 
This court should grant Plaintiff s Motion for Summary Judgment and quiet title in the subject 
property to Plaintiff. In doing so the court should focus on Utah Code Annotated §59-2-1351 (2) which 
sets forth the requirements for a county to complete a tax sale. Defendants would have the court become 
distracted by meaningless facts in this case. However, despite all of the other allegations made by the 
Defendants, the single most important fact remains that Weber County failed to provide notice to Diamond 
T. Developments, Inc. of the pending tax sale. Diamond T. Developments, Inc. was entitled to said notice 
by virtue of the fact that it held an interest of record. The county did not even attempt to properly notify 
Diamond T. Developments, Inc. of the sale. Based upon the forgoing, Plaintiff respectfully requests that 
the court enter an order finding that the June 1999 tax sale concerning the subject property is void and that 
title be quieted in and to Diamond T. Developments, Inc. 
DATED this 3^> day of September, 2003. 
SMITH KNOWLES, P.C. 
MTD arm Hammond 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Repl\ Memorandum ot Potnb and Authorities in 
Support ol Motion tor Summar\ Judgment 
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and correct copy of the above and foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by placing the same 
in the United States Mail, postage prepaid and addressed to the following: 
Mark E. Arnold 
ARNOLD & WIGGINS 
American Plaza II, Suite 105 
57 West 200 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
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EXHIBIT "A 
23 
ORDEL NO. : w32134 
KOUNTAI:' VIEW TITLE S ESCROW INC 
-.15: H/.RRISON BLVD. #201 
OGDEN, UTAH- 84403 
TAX IDENTIFICATION NO. 
23-013-0224 
TAX SALE INFORMATION 
RECORD TITLE OWNERS; 
ADDRESS; RAW GROUND 
DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
RECORDED LIEN HOLDERS: 
1. UNIFORM REAL ESTATE CONTRACT 
Dated: May 20, 1972 
Seller: DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Buyer: DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
Book: 1389 Page: 1166 
ADDRESS OF BUYER: 
DIAMOND "T" DEVELOPMENT 
(NONE AVAILABLE) 
2. NOTE: SAID PROPERTY DOES NOT FRONT A DEDICATED 
ROAD AND/OR STREET. 
JUDGMENT CREDITORS OR INTEREST CLAIMANTS: 
1. JUDGMENTS were checked against the following names and none were found to 
be of record: 
DIAMOND T. GRAZING ASSOCIATION 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENT 
NOTE: This is a limited title report only. It is a report only of the 
specific items listed above and is not to be construed as a commitment for 
Title Insurance, addresses are provided based upon examination of recorded 
documents or from the latest telephone directory of Ogden City. 
DATED: 04/19/99 
MOUNTAIN VIEW TITLE 
Bv: 
C 
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1 WEBER COUNTY; JANUARY 29, 2 0 04 
2 HONORABLE JUDGE PARLEY R. BALDWIN 
3 P R O C E D I N G S 
4 THE COURT: Diamond Development v. David R. Brown. 
5 MR. HAMMOND: Darin Hammond for Diamond Development. 
6 MR. ARNOLD: Mark Arnold on behalf of Mr. Brown and 
7 the two other complainants, Your Honor. 
8 THE COURT: Thank you. This is the time set for oral 
9 argument on the motion that has been brought by the plaintiff 
10 for summary judgment. Are we ready to proceed? 
11 MR. HAMMOND: Yes. 
12 MR. ARNOLD: We are ready, Your Honor. 
13 THE COURT: Thank you. Then let's go ahead. 
14 MR. HAMMOND: Thank you, Your Honor. This is a case 
15 in which the facts result from an invalid tax deed. Weber 
16 County was collecting taxes with regard to property and there 
17 are specific statutes that detail how a county is suppose to go 
18 about providing notice to the owner and to interested parties 
19 and Weber County simply didn't do it right. That's the narrow 
20 issue, no more, no less. 
21 The defendants want to distract the Court, strike the 
22 Court from the issue and try to raise other issues but 
23 ultimately the statute in question requires that the county 
24 provide notice to the owner and to all other records of -
25 recorded interests and there was a contract that was in favor 
1 of my client that was recorded on the property. It had not 
2 been released. It was provided, the county knew about that 
3 contract because the title company had done a search and 
4 identified that contract and that is in the records that the 
5 county provided to me when I asked them for their records as to 
6 who they provided notice. They knew about Diamond T. 
7 Development but they only sent notice to Diamond T. Grazing, 
8 not Diamond T. Development. 
9 The defendants would like the Court to focus on the 
10 contract and state that it does not create an interest in real 
11 property. First of all, that is wrong but second of all, 
12 that's not an inquiry for the Court. The Court is only to 
13 determine if notice was given to recorded interest holders not 
14 whether or not that interest that has been recorded is a valid 
15 real property interest but nonetheless why else was it recorded 
16 on the real property if it weren't a real property interest? 
17 Why else would the title company show it on their title report 
18 if it wasn't a real estate interest? Why else would this 
19 contract be of record? There are numerous uniform real estate 
20 contracts which are recorded, contracts are recorded all the 
21 time and an actual interest in the property was conveyed. 
22 The defendants would like the Court to focus on the 
23 fact that the owner and the buyer under the contract had 
24 interlocking corporate officers. That is irrelevant. There's 
25 no test in the statute for the Court to look at whether or not 
2 
1 there was an interlocking directorship. 
2 The defendants would also have the Court focus on the 
3 fact that a real property interest expires when a corporation 
4 is dissolved and that is wrong. We have pointed out to the 
5 Court m Utah Code Annotated 16-10-A-1405 Sub 2 that a 
6 corporation is not prevented - a dissolved corporation is not 
7 prevented from bringing an action and there's also a specific 
8 case very similar to this one which I cited to the Court which 
9 allows for a dissolved corporation to bring a quiet title 
10 action. So that issue is moot as well. 
11 The case law with regard to tax sales is that the 
12 person purchasing at the tax sale has the burden to prove that 
13 the tax sale was done according to statute. We have alleged 
14 that it was not done according to statute. We've obtained 
15 copies of all the records, supplied those to the Court and 
16 there's not even a scintilla of evidence that Diamond T. 
17 Development was provided with notice or that even any attempt 
18 to provide notice was made. The defendants have not shown 
19 anything at all that would support their assertion that notice 
20 was proper. The records are clear that only notice was mailed 
21 to Diamond T. Grazing, it was not mailed to Diamond T. 
2 2 Deve1opment. 
23 Defendants have attached a letter apparently from the 
24 clerk's office, Weber County Clerk's Office. That letter is 
25 not stated under oath. It does not have the assertion that 
3 
1 mailing was proper. It only asserts that tax sale procedures 
2 were followed. It does not even reference this specific 
3 property and therefore that specific letter from Weber County 
4 carries no weight at all. 
5 Based upon these arguments Your Honor, we believe the 
6 issue is simple and straight forward. This is an invalid tax 
7 sale and based upon the invalid tax sale, the property should 
8 be quieted to my client Diamond T. Development. 
9 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Hammond. 
10 Mr. Arnold? 
11 MR. ARNOLD: Thank you, Your Honor. We have several 
12 arguments. Some of them have been somewhat reiterated by 
13 counsel. Let me go through them and I'll indicate to the Court 
14 the relevancy of each argument. 
15 First of all the Court needs to understand that we're 
16 dealing with a corporation who entered into an agreement 32 
17 years ago and 24 years ago that particular corporation was 
18 involuntarily dissolved. As a dissolved corporation it only 
19 has limited rights in the state of Utah to conduct business. 
2 0 That business, of course, would be of course to wind down its 
21 business. They can in fact file quiet title actions, they can 
22 do many things, but they must do it with the intent and for the 
23 purposes of winding down business. 
24 Now that becomes very relevant, Your Honor, if you 
25 look at the face of the contract. The contract is completely 
4 
1 executory in nature with conditions precedent that must occur 
2 before counsel's clients can purchase this property. Obviously 
3 they cannot purchase property and develop it some 25 years 
4 after they have been dissolved. They don't have standing to be 
5 here in front of this Court to mak^ these arguments, Your 
6 Honor, so in that way, that does become very, very relevant. 
7 Also, we would bring the Court's attention to a case which 
8 is very similar in nature to this one and that is the PRP 
9 Development or the Thomas V. Russell case from the Court of 
10 Appeals. In that case the Court found that there were no 
11 interests in property because the interests were by contract 
12 and executory in nature. That is, a real estate purchase 
13 contract or some kind of a contract does not necessarily create 
14 an interest in property. It is simply a contractual right that 
15 must be enforced some other way. 
16 The statute is clear for the county that they must 
17 give notice to those who are owners and have interests in 
18 property. Therefore, the burden is upon counsel to show that 
19 he has an interest and that contract, because it is executory 
20 does not create an interest, and because it is executory and 
21 his client has long since been dissolved, 25 years ago, their 
22 attempt to enforce a contract for purposes of doing business is 
23 illegal under the laws of the state of Utah, can't do that. 
24 Now they are not the owners. They have never alleged that they 
25 are the owners. Their only claim to an interest is pursuant to 
5 
1 this contract. The Court of Appeals in the Russell case that 
2 I've mentioned indicates that the Court must look at the face 
3 of the document to see if it is intended to convey property and 
4 if you look at this contract as I've mentioned in my response, 
5 there are several terms that squarely indicate it is executory 
6 in nature. If they do x, y and z they will then have a right 
7 to purchase the property. Are you following me, Your Honor? 
8 THE COURT: Yes, I'm with you. I've read the 
9 contract. I've been through it. 
10 MR. ARNOLD: Okay, very good. As the Court noted 
11 then the language that I pointed out. 
12 So I believe just simply in summary of our arguments, 
13 Your Honor, I would say this, one, it's very relevant as to 
14 standing to sue the status of this particular corporation. 
15 Again it was, like I said, dissolved 25 years ago, the contract 
16 is executory and they would have to come in under the corporate 
17 name, enter into contracts for development of the subdivision, 
18 finance to buy the property or whatever they're doing, which 
19 they obviously cannot do under Title 16, the standing issue. 
20 Secondly, if they have some type of standing, 
21 whatever that may be, then they must comply with the ruling by 
22 the Court of Appeals that there must be something more here 
23 than an executory interest or a right to buy property and 
24 that's the evidenced very clearly by the fact that there's 
25 never been an conveyance of property from Diamond T. Grazing to 
6 
1 Diamond T. Development. It's just never happened. They've 
2 never performed yet. Had they performed they certainly would 
3 have an interest in property. 
4 So the county indicates that they have in fact done 
5 what was required of them under the statute. They simply mean 
6 that they have given notice or attempted to give notice to all 
7 those who are owners who have interests in the property. 
8 Filing that contract doesn't create an interest, Your Honor. 
9 Further, the one notice that did go out, returned 
10 because the corporation was dissolved 25 years ago. There is 
11 no address because there is no corporation. So therefore, it's 
12 harmless, Your Honor. 
13 THE COURT: Do I take what you're telling me, Mr. 
14 Arnold, do you want me to rule on what I have? I mean, are you 
15 conceding the issue of fact? I mean, do you want me to rule on 
16 the case as it stands now in the presentation of the material 
17 that I have received? 
18 MR. ARNOLD: By that do you mean, Your Honor, would 
19 we make a motion for summary judgment as well? 
20 THE COURT: No, no, just whether or not you feel that 
21 I have the sufficient facts to rule on it. My question in this 
22 case is there are no - we don't have affidavits. Obviously we 
23 have a substantial amount of the documentation of the case but 
24 the summary judgment obviously, we can't have facts in dispute. 
25 Do you think there are facts in dispute that I need to look at 
7 
1 further? You have not argued that. 
2 MR. ARNOLD: I have not, Your Honor. It is however 
3 in my brief. 
4 THE COURT: It was in your brief but if you want - I 
5 mean, I can then look at this and make a decision based upon 
6 what's been presented to me now if that's - that's clearly what 
7 Mr. Hammond wants but is that what you - are you willing to 
8 concede that part of it, that I have sufficient information 
9 that I can make the ruling on the motion for summary judgment? 
10 MR. ARNOLD: Your Honor, I think you have sufficient 
11 information in light of the fact, Your Honor, that one, you've 
12 read the contract; it's not disputed that the corporation was 
13 in fact dissolved and what they can and cannot do and you also 
14 have the latest ruling, 1999-2000 ruling by the Court of 
15 Appeals and I think from a legal prospective if you feel 
16 comfortable, you can make that rule based upon the law. 
17 However, if you're uncomfortable about that, I would also argue 
18 that we do have some facts that are in question and if this 
19 Court wants to go forward we'll enter into fact finding process 
2 0 through discovery. 
21 THE COURT: I'd like to rule on it the way it is now 
22 and I'm not prepared to do that right now but I think I have 
23 sufficient - to rule on it but that would take some 
24 acquiescence from both of you I think in terms of... 
2 5 MR. ARNOLD: I would acquiesce to that, Your Honor. 
8 
1 THE COURT: Okay, thank you. 
2 Mr. Hammond? 
3 MR. HAMMOND: Your Honor, Mr. Arnold points out the 
4 Russell case which is not on point. It is a notice of interest 
5 case and that court— 
6 THE COURT: That was a case where they didn't record 
7 the contract and record the notice of interest of the contract. 
8 MR. HAMMOND: Exactly. They recorded a notice of 
9 interest in the contract and in that case the applicable 
10 contract language stated the amounts due shall be secured by a 
11 deed of trust. It was basically a sale of personal property. 
12 There was to be a sale of - there was suppose to be money 
13 returned in exchange for a deed of trust. In other words, a 
14 future exchange of the property interest. 
15 But in this case, I'll read from paragraph 2 of the 
16 real estate contract from May of 1972, "Buyer is hereby granted 
17 the exclusive development, sales rights, and rights to purchase 
18 all of said property described hereafter and these rights will 
19 continue for so long as buyer diligently proceeds to develop 
20 and sell the property." So those rights with regard to 
21 purchase of the property were granted exclusively to Diamond T. 
22 Development at that time and continue today unless the seller 
23 decides that that would be breached and there may be some other 
24 issues with regard to their relationship and certainly I'm sure 
2 5 things changed over the years but that was granted exclusively. 
9 
1 In addition, the Russell case says that m order to 
2 determine if a document purports to convey an interest in land, 
3 you need to look at what was actually conveyed. This contract 
4 discusses exclusivity rights, it discusses use rights, it 
5 discusses possession right. It even discusses mineral rights 
6 and water rights. So clearly, Diamond T. Grazing and Diamond 
7 T. Development were intending to create property rights by this 
8 document. 
9 In addition, we have some constitutional concerns, 
10 Your Honor. The United States Constitution Amendment V states 
11 "No person shall without due process of law be deprived of any 
12 property." And Your Honor, we believe that that is important 
13 because that is what would happen here if Diamond T. 
14 Development were deprived of its property. 
15 THE COURT: (inaudible) runs to the county and what 
16 they did and it's not— 
17 MR. HAMMOND: That's briefed in the brief. 
18 THE COURT: Anything further? 
19 MR. ARNOLD: Just one thing, Your Honor, and that is 
20 that in reading from the Utah Code Annotated 16-10A-1405 which 
21 says "Dissolution of a corporation does not prevent the 
22 corporation from disposing of its properties and it does not 
23 prevent commencing of a proceeding by or against the 
24 corporation in it's corporate name." 
25 THE COURT: Thank you gentlemen for the presentation 
10 
1 on the case this morning. I'll take it under advisement 
2 1 MR. HAMMOND: Thank you, Your Honor. 
3 1 MR. ARNOLD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
i 
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FN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAH 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT 
) 
DIAMOND T. DEVELOPMENTS, INC., ) MEMORANDUM DECISION 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Civil No. 020908133 PR 
) 
vs ) Honorable Parley R Baldwin 
) 
DAVID R. BROWN, CHAD STOKES, ) 
and CHRIS LOOCK, ) 
) 
Defendant (s). ) 
Following the Defendants' purchase of property at a tax sale, Plaintiff, Diamond T. 
Developments, Inc., an administratively dissolved corporation that is party to a recorded 
executory contract to purchase that property, moves for summary judgment to avoid the tax sale 
for deficient notice. The Court denies the motion because the statute under which the corporation 
was dissolved does not allow it to contest a tax sale more than 20 years after Plaintiffs 
dissolution. Further, the tax sale did not prejudice Plaintiff, as Plaintiff could not perform under 
the executory contract because plaintiff had been dissolved. Additionally, the parties have not 
conducted disccnerv sufficient to determine the factual issues material to Plaintiffs cause of 
action. 
Summary judgment is appropriate only where there is no genuine issue of material fact, 
and a party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). Also, summary 
judgment generally should not be granted if discovery is incomplete, since information sought in 
discoxery may create genuine issues of material fact sufficient to defeat summary judgment 
Memorandum Decision 
Ruling 
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Downtown Athletic Club v. Horman, 740 P.2d 275, 278 (Utah Ct. App. 1987), cert, denied. 765 
P2d 1277 (Utah 1987). 
The parties appended material to the briefs without oath or affidavit, and although it may 
not have adequate evidentiary foundation or otherwise might be inadmissible undci the Utah 
Rules of Evidence, the parties stipulated at oral argument to allow the Court to consider that 
material in deciding this motion. 
Plaintiff claims that, in conducting the tax sale, the County failed to comply with state 
law requiring notice to the last known owner, occupant, and all other interests of record, Utah 
Code Ann. § 59-2-1351(a), and that the tax sale therefore was invalid, Olsen v. Bagley, 37 P. 739 
(Utah 1894). Plaintiff correctly states that a party seeking to establish title to property by way of a 
tax sale must bear the burden of proving that all the statutory provisions for the sale have been 
met. However, Utah law provides that, once the County auditor has executed and delivered a tax 
deed following a tax sale, that deed is prima facie evidence of the regularity of the sale 
proceedings. Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-1351.1 (9)(b). Thus, Plaintiff must overcome a presumption 
that the County complied with § 59-2-1351, including the notice provisions. 
In particular, Plaintiff does not contest that the County gave notice to the record owner of 
the property, Diamond T. Grazing Association, Inc. ("DTG"). However, Plaintiff claims that 
the real estate contract recorded May 20, 1972, listing Plaintiff, Diamond T. 
Developments, as buyer of the property from DTG, made Plaintiff an interest of record, 
and thus required the Count) to give Plaintiff notice of the tax sale. Defendants correctly 
argue that the real estate contract is not a conveyance, but rather an executory promise to 
con\cv something in the future. Thus, the real estate contract gave Plaintiff onh a 
Ruling 
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personal property interest, and not a real property interest. Russell v. Thomas, 2000 UT 
App 82 TJ 14, 999 P.2d 1244, 1248. However, the notice requirement of § 59-2-1351 
does not distinguish between a recorded personal property interest and a recorded real 
property interest. Thus, under Utah law, a tax sale of the property required notice to 
Plaintiff. 
Where a statute requires notice to a corporation and specifies the form and content 
of the notice, notice sent to a sibling corporation does not satisfy that requirement, even 
where the two corporations have some common directors, so long as the corporate 
formalities are observed, and the corporations are not alter egos. Here, there has been no 
showing that Plaintiff and DTG are alter egos. Where the corporations have been 
dissolved for over 20 years, the formalities clearly have not been observed. Yet the Court 
will not, on that evidence alone, pierce the corporate veil to allow the knowledge of the 
DTG directors to constitute actual notice to Plaintiff. 
Despite the lack of notice, Plaintiff has not shown any prejudice from the tax sale. 
Plaintiff has produced no evidence that it has performed under the contract, or even thai 
it could do so in the future. According to the information Plaintiff submitted in support 
of its motion, Plaintiff was involuntarily dissolved March 31, 1979. Under Utah law that 
was in effect at that time, a dissolved corporation's remedies for any right, claim, or 
liability persisted only so long as an action or proceeding upon those remedies was 
commenced within two years after the date of dissolution. Utah Code Ann. § 16-10-100 
(1961) (repealed 1992). Similarly, a corporation could continue its existence subsequent 
Ruling 
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to dissolution only for the purpose of winding up its affairs. Utah Code Ann. § 16-10-
101 (1961) (repealed 1992). Thus, if Plaintiff did not perform under the real estate 
contract prior to dissolution on March 31, 1979. it legally could not do so subsequently. 
See llolman v. Callister, 905 P.2d 895, 897 (Utah Ct. App. 1995) (holding that a 
corporation dissolved under prior statute had ceased to exist). 
Defendants argue that Plaintiff, as a dissolved corporation, cannot bring suit. Even 
under current law, that argument might prevail. Utah Code Ann. § 16-10a-1405(2)(e) 
states that the dissolution of a corporation does not "prevent commencement of a 
proceeding by or against the corporation in its corporate name." However, there is some 
reason to interpret that statement according to the limits of § 16-10a-1405(1) and its 
prohibition of any business "except that appropriate to wind up and liquidate" the 
corporation. Thus, current law might limit a dissolved corporation's power to sue to 
eiicumstances where it is necessary to wind up and liquidate its business and affairs. 
However, prior Utah law clearly governs this matter. Corporations are creations of 
statute, and the statutes in effect at the time of a corporation's formation and dissolution 
determine that corporation's rights and abilities. Under Utah law in effect at the time of 
Plaintiffs dissolution in 1979. a dissolved corporation could sue only (1) on a cause of 
action that accrued before dissolution, if the corporation subsequently commenced suit 
within two years of dissolution, Utah Code Ann. § 16-10-100 (1961) (repealed 1992) or 
(2) to the extent necessary to wind up its affairs. Utah Code Ann. § 16-10-101 (1961) 
(repealed 1992). Sec llolman. 905 P.2d at 897 (holding that corporation dissolved under 
Ruling 
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the prior statute could not pursue claims for malpractice after its legal existence had 
ceased; repeal of statute and enactment of current Utah law prior to commencement of the 
suit did not affect application of the statute that was effective at the time of dissolution.) 
Plaintiff has not performed and now cannot perform under the recorded real estate 
contract for the purchase of the property at issue. Even if Plaintiff had performed, it now 
would have no remedy under prior §§ 16-10-100 and 16-10-101. Thus, the failure of the 
County to give Plaintiff notice of the tax sale did not prejudice Plaintiff Further, Plaintiff 
has been dissolved and has no statutory right to bring this action against Defendants. 
Therefore, the Court denies Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. 
DATED this / f -day of February, 2904? 
\lK-\k:'\< 
Parley R. Baldwin 
District Court Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1 hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing decision was mailed, 
first-class, postage prepaid, on this / / day of February, 2004, to the following 
M. David Hammond, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
4723 Harrison Blvd , Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84403 
Mark E. Arnold, Esq. 
Attorney for Defendants 
American Plaza II, Suite 105 
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PER CURIAM: 
This case is before the court on appellee's motion for 
summary dismissal. Although appellants contend that the motion 
is untimely, a claim of lack of jurisdiction may be raised at any 
time. 
A judgment appealable as a matter of right is one that 
"finally dispose[s] of the subject matter of the litigation on 
the merits of the case." In re S. Am. Ins. Co., 930 P.2d 276, 
278 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). The denial of a summary judgment 
motion is not final and appealable because it leaves the case 
pending. Upon denial of their summary judgment motion, 
appellants had the burden to either try the case or dismiss it. 
The district court's minute entry contained a statement of the 
court's legal reasoning; however, the actual order was limited to 
denial of the summary judgment motion then before the court. 
Under the final judgment rule, "no order of a trial court is 
appealable until a final judgment is entered on all issues." 
Kennecott Corp. v. Utah State Tax Comm'n, 814 P.2d 1099, 1101 
(Utah 1991). "At that point, the final judgment and all 
interlocutory orders may be reviewed." Id. The well-recognized 
exceptions to the rule are (1) an interlocutory appeal under Rule 
5 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, or (2) an appeal from 
an order properly certified as final under Rule 54(b) of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure. Appellants did not seek permission to 
file an interlocutory appeal. See Utah R. App. P. 5. The order 
denying summary judgment also was not eligible for certification 
because it did not dispose of any claim or party. See Utah R. 
Civ. P. 54(b). Appellants instead sought to convert the denial 
of their summary judgment motion into a final appealable judgment 
by voluntarily dismissing their complaint. The "acquiescence of 
the parties is insufficient to confer jurisdiction on the court." 
A.J. Mackay Co. v. Okland Constr. Co., 817 P.2d 323, 325 (Utah 
1991). 
Appellants obtained a voluntary dismissal of their claims 
in the mistaken belief that they could thereby preserve a right 
to appeal the interlocutory order denying summary judgment. "A 
party who voluntarily dismisses its complaint without prejudice 
generally has no right to appeal." Barton v. Utah Transit Auth., 
872 P.2d 1036, 1039 (Utah 1994). The dismissal order does not 
dismiss the case with prejudice. See Utah R. Civ. P. 41(a) 
(providing a voluntary dismissal is without prejudice unless it 
states otherwise). Appellants claim that even if the dismissal 
was without prejudice, they should be allowed to appeal because 
they were prejudiced by the minute entry ruling denying summary 
judgment, which they characterize as disposing of the issues in 
their case. The only "prejudice" resulting from the denial of 
summary judgment was the requirement that appellants prove their 
case at trial. The crux of appellants' argument is that they 
wish to avoid a trial and obtain appellate review of the legal 
reasoning stated as the rationale for denying summary judgment. 
They characterize the minute entry as dispositive of legal issues 
in the case; however, the court's order was limited to denial of 
summary judgment. Appellants further assert that the subsequent 
dismissal of their case was based on the ruling in the minute 
entry and was "expressly for the purpose of permitting appeal." 
Although appellants were mistaken about the effect of the 
voluntary dismissal, we lack jurisdiction to consider an appeal 
from voluntary dismissal of their case. 
We dismiss the appeal for lack of jurisdiction because it is 
not taken from a final and appealable judgment. Our disposition 
is without prejudice to the prerogative of the trial court to set 
aside the order of dismissal as improvidently entered. If the 
order is set aside, appellants may proceed to trial. 
Alternatively, the trial court may dismiss the complaint on its 
own motion if the court is satisfied that it failed to state a 
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claim for relief as a matter of law. The latter order would be 
appealable. We deny appellants1 request for oral argument, and 
deny the requests of both parties for attorney fees. 
Judith^ BilTIHisT 
A s s
^ ^
D r e s i d i n g j u d g e 
POw 
Orme, Judge 
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